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by Glenn Nelson
At a time when the future of
the Office of Minority Student
Affairs isbeingopenlydiscussed,
David Thomas,director,has dis-
closed the direction in which he
believes the office should go.
In an exclusive interview with
The Spectator, Thomas said he
strongly believes the office
should be maintained. He also
outlined a plan whereby the
funding of theprogram would be
picked up by S.U. In addition,
minority affairs would be
elevated to a vice presidential
level and be provided with an
adequate staff and budget.
THE MINORITY affairs
program must be continued,
Thomas said,because theenroll-
mentof minority students canbe
directly attributed to the office's
existence since 1970. Enrollment
has been on a steady increase
because of the thrust of suppor-
tive services (counseling, tutor-
ing, jobplacement,financial aid,
etc.)offered by minority affairs.
"With the top position in the
office being a vice president in-
stead of a director," Thomas
said, "he would reportdirectlyto
the president. This wouldenable
the office to better meet the
unique needs of students of
color."
"Having a vice president
heading the office will add con-
siderable leverageto the requests
and needs of the minority
students,"he added. "It willalso
enhance their fund raising
capabilities."
DESCRIBING the reasons
"ATTHISpoint, theUniversi-
ty has no regularized means of
receiving input from people of
color,either from on campus or
off campuscommunity," he said.
"With the elevation, the office
will be considered by all, as it
should, one of credibility and
worth.
"The office, with its new posi-
tion, will complement the Un-
iversity's relationships with the
minority community," Thomas
added,"and will truly reflect the
behind this elevation, Thomas
said, "S.U. is located in the
central area, the center of the
multi-ethnic population; is one
of the few urban schools in the
Pacific Northwest; and has a
15 per cent enrollment of
minorities, the highest in the
state, yet there is only one ad-
ministrator ofcolor on the staff.
And, this position is not even a
top administrative position.
"You can almost count the
number of minority instructors
at S.U. on one hand,"he added,
"and there are few other
minorities in office staff
positions. All this can have a
negative effect on the
educational, social and psy-
chological well being of the
minoritystudents."
By elevating minority affairs
to a vice presidential level,
Thomas believes the status and
responsibility of the office will be
heightened significantly in the
eyes of the general community.
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Students agree: Partying main social activity
plays a large part. "It's, an
icebreaker, a social thing. You
walk around with something in
your hand," one person stated.
are apparently trying to relax,
and tohave agood time. "Idon't
have to drink to have a good
time, but Ido.Idrink torelax,to
"The main concern on the weekends is
where are theparties. Even if they don't
go, everyone always asks."
pening? Not much. Oh, that's
far out.'— The weekends are the
only time to relax,and parties
are a huge holocaust. I'drather
sit around somebody's house or
go to a tavern."
A few girls complained about
the prevalent "pick-up" at-
mosphereatparties,pointingout
thatyoudon't find anycouplesat
the party. Most weren't really
bothered, just annoyed.
One girl hated it, saying, "I
really get tiredof peoplemawing
you and pawing you and then
telling you that you love it."
IF PARTIESare sucha drag,
then why still go? "But it's fun
sometimes," one student said.
"Even thoughIcomplain about
it, I still do it. But you think
about what you did when the
night's over, and you really
haven't done anything."
A senior and long-time partier
defended parties against these
accusations. "A high percentage
of human conversation is not
really substantive, so superficial
conversation never disappoints
or surprises me," he said. "The
point is to relax, to be with
people you know, and to help
create the party and not to re-
main aloof and observe it. Self-
consciousness isa killer toagood
conversation and that's why
drinkingis important toaparty."
Inspite of the belief that par-
tying constituted the main form
of social activity,it was felt that
drinking and partying at S.U. is
not as widespread as at other
schools, particularly the U.W.
A FRESHMAN offered this
observation after half a quarter
here. "There is really a study
atmosphere at this school. Ask
someone if they want to gotoa
party.Theysay 'No,Ihave todo
mypsychology.' My sociallife is
poor tononexistent."
"There's a lot of people who
find itreally hard here,"another
suggested. "There's a lot of peo-
ple who think theywant togo to
graduate school and know they
(Continued on page 5)
to sit back and let them come to
you because youdon't know how
they'dreact.Ataparty it's social-
lyacceptable to be outgoingand
enthusiastic whereas at most
campus functions it's not."
Onepersoncommented,"You
can do what you want. People
accept it. 'You were weird last
night.' Oh, well,Iwas drinking."
Sometimes, some people
pointedout,itseems necessaryto
get really blitzed to break the
monotony,"to get it out ofyour
system."
"You've got to act like a
horse's ass every once in awhile
to not go crazy," one freshman
girl said.
For some, getting drunk is
uninteresting, if not sad."I like
to go to parties and talk to my
friends. As for the typeofparties
where everyone taps the kegall
night and walks around, that
circuit just doesn't interest me."
"DRINKING ISallright if it's
done in moderation. Ifeel sorry
for someone who has to go out
and get drunk."
Enjoyingdrinking,however,is
notenoughfor agood time if the
parties are not fun. One student
complained, "The same people
are giving the same parties and
the same people are coming to
them— soccer parties, St. Paul
apartments . . ."
Another offered a suggestion
as towhypartiesare not fun. "All
of the parties are really super-
ficial," she said. "No one is in-
terested in really talking with
people. Ifyougo early,insteadof
really talking with a few people
who are there, you leave and
come back when it's crowded,
and you can be secure. You get
hidden in the crowd and walk
around."
ONE FORMER party-goer
stated his position a bit more
emphatically. "Parties are a
guaranteed 'deja vu.' You get
tired of them so fast; it's all the
same. They're too crowded, too
noisy, and too smoky. All the
conversations are shallow,
insignificant — 'What's hap-
American Legion. Anotheristhe
President, the Commander-in-
Chief, who submitted the bill.
The budget limitation is causing
stress on the economy."
Edmund G. Ryan, S.J., S.U.
president, said that he believes
that the proposed bill will be
signed into law.
"There is a purpose (to the G.
I.Bill):Toaid the veteranwho is
underpaid but has performed a
service for thecountryso thathe
canreceive extrabenefits,"Ryan
said.
"WITH the raise in military
pay to the same level as civilian
jobs, the military can't afford a
double thing— both pay and
educationalbenefits,"Ryansaid.
"The pay before the G.I. Bill
was 25 to 50 per centof civilian
jobs. Now it is 100 to 110 per
cent. It is just a question of
bargainingand negotiating with
the senators,but ofcourse,it (the
G.I. Bill) will die."
Ryanalsopointedout that the
Army is now onavolunteer basis
and to attract civilians it has
increasedother typesof benefits.
CarlEgerton,public informa-
tion officer, Veteran's Ad-
ministration office, agreed with
Ryan that there has been arisein
pay and increased benefits with
an all-volunteer Army.
"People think that a man in
the service now is in training
statusand not fightingawar,"he
said.
THENUMBER ofveteransin
the last few years taking advan-
tageoftheG.I.Billhas increased
overprevious years,Frisbie said.
"That's because the job
market's so bad.Iexpectthat the
number of veterans attending
S.U. will increase. It's effect on
S.U. will take a long time. It
eventuallywill beabout 10 years
when there would be a small
number of veterans eligible for
the G.I. Bill," Frisbie said.
"But that's looking a long
ways down the road," he said.
"The impact wouldbe alongway
off. Iexpect that weshould have
a fairly largeincrease onveterans
enrolled at S.U.andIexpectthat
we will be maintaining it. But it
shouldbemadeclear that itisnot
law yet and will not affect the
veteranswhoarenow ontheG.I.
Bill. Also, it will not affect the
Universitysuddenly."
"It's the structure of Ameri-
can society: alcohol. It's social
pressure, but it's relaxing and
breaks down inhibitions so you
can be open with people."
THE DIFFERENT
atmosphere is also valued.
"Usually, the atmosphereis sort
of hostile at school. On the
whole,peopledon't really goout
to meet people. Yourattitude is
Drink much? Party often?
Find it a drag? Really enjoy it?
Asked about drinking and
partying at S.U., students
responded with comments and
observations ranging fromdorm
rooms to Vancouver, 8.C.,and
from preferences in liquor to the
philosophy of drinking.
Initially, though, all agreed
that partying seems to be the
most extensive form of socializ-
ing taking place onand around
campus. As one student put it,
"The main concern on the
weekends is where are the par-
ties. Even if they don't go,
everyone always asks." Others
agreed: "Drinking is the main
social activity oncampus."
WHY DRINK?Mostdrinkers
by Timothy Brown
meet people," one person said.
Lack of anything better to do
is frequently cited,as is force of
habit. "There's nothing else to
do. And just to relax and totally
unwind from studying, there's
really no place you can go to
except to a party or maybe a
tavern," another said. "I don't
know if it'sabetter time, it'sjust
something we do."
For some, social pressure
G.I. Bill end has little effect
by JosephineMallo
A billbefore theSenate which
proposes to terminate the G. I.
Bill for servicemen entering ac-
tiveduty after Dec.31,1975, will
not affect S.U. until ten years
later if the bill should become
law,according toBob Frisbieof
the S.U. Financial Aids Office.
"Aguygoesinto the Army,say
on Dec. 30, 1975, and serves for
20 years, he stillhas ten years to
use it up," Frisbie,said. "It will
be a longprocess but he will be
entitled to it."
The G. I. Bill, which has
providedveterans of the Korean,
Vietnam and post-Vietnamcon-
flict with educational benefits,
gives the veteran two years of
undergraduatework orone year
ofgraduateorprofessional work
for each year of service in the
military.
ACCORDING to Capt. Perry
Swanger, Marine Corps
recruiting office, the proposed
bill is supported by the Presi-
dent.
"It has had support in that
area from a number of
organizations that have sup-
ported it previously," Swanger
said. "One of these is the
propriate S.U. officials in
regards to these matters.
At the present time, inter-
national students arenot includ-
ed in the minority affairs
program. "As far as they are
concerned," Thomas said, "I
think the University should
review and evaluate its present
services to this very large and
important part of the student
population."
SeattleUniversity
Maintain minority affairs office, Thomas says
progressiveacademic institution
which the University isseekingto
be."
THOMAS feels minority af-
fairs has to be a permanentpart
of S.U. and must be firmly plac-
ed in the structure of the Univer-
sity."Right now itis moreorless
an apendage of the University
witha temporaryproject status,"
he said.
"Ifeel the implementationofa
plan of this sort (elevation to
vice presidential level and fund-
ing by S.U.) is long overdue,"
said Thomas. "Until the time
when the University sees fit to
enhance people of color in the
aspectsofstaffing, thisapproach
is imperative.
"Tome, this is themost logical
and consistent direction the Un-
iversity can take," he added,
"and ! see no reason why this
development couldn't occur
beginning with the 76-77 fiscal
year starting July I. This Uni-
versity is in anexcellent point in
its history to effect these
changes."
THOMAS and his staff will
soon be meeting with ap-
David Thomas — photo by cherie lenz
OFFICIAL NOTICE
Student time sheets for
November aredue at noonon
Nov. 14 to be paid Dec. 1.
Time sheets for December
(11/15 to 12/12) are due on
Dec. 12 to be paid Dec. 19.
Students wishing their checks
mailed to them during the
holiday should include a
stamped self-addressed
envelopewith their timesheet.
Hours worked after Dec. 12
will be included with the
January payroll to be paid
Feb. 1, 1976.
glaring
To the editor:
Ihavebeen encouragedby the
quality of The Spectator this
year. There is evidence of far
more responsible journalism this
year than there has been in the
past few years.
The Nov. 6 issue", however,
had a glaring sore spot. After
reading through the two ex-
cellent articles on the drug
problem oncampus,1 wasreally
disappointed with the "guide to
student drugabuse"by Associate
Editor Joe Guppy. The sarcasm
and satire was uncalled for. I
personally can't understand why
someone would putinsome hard
work on a goodarticle,and then
tossitout with the"guide."What
a disappointmentlIf the"guide"
was meant to be jest, it is cheap
laughter.
Shoddy journalism can be
bought anywhere for any price.
That's noexcuse toputitout free
on campus. The new policy of
responsible, consistent jour-
nalism is encouraging and tobe
encouraged. But perhaps some
more definite editing is needed.
Shannon Cain
Staff
fantastic
To the editor:
Greetings from Graz, and
possibly "Merry Christmas" if
this letter doesn't move any
faster than most of our mail has
thus far.
One of our group has finally
received abanjo his parents sent
six weeks agoand after finding
scattered rice kernels, cobra
fangsandcamel hairsin the case,
we decided that American Air
Freight had probably routed it
through Afghanistan via Laos
and Southern Bhutan.
But aside from the mail ser-
vice, we've been having a fan-
tastic time. Communication at
first wasn'tnearlythestruggle we
thoughtit wouldbe.Infact,most
of the Austrian students we've
met speaksome English.We can
all carry onsimple conversation
and the learningprocess is mov-
ingmuch faster now that it's no
smoking
To the editor:
I am writing to express my
concern of a grave shortcoming
of the no-smoking policy begin-
ning Nov. 1 on campus. An
article in the Oct. 16 Spectator
described the policy as
"prohibiting smoking in public
places," but the ensuing list of
"public places" failed to mention
the cafeteria.
As many nonsmokers will
testify, it is nauseating to eat a
meal and smoke someone else's
cigarette at the same time.
Although Ithink smoking
should beoutlawed entirely from
the cafeteria, smokers, being a
significant percentageof the stu-
dent body,have "rights," too.So
whycan't there be a designated
section,or designated tables,for
smokers to partake in their
offensive habit? Other univer-
sities have taken this basic step to
protect nonsmokers, and I
suggest S.U. follow suit.
Steve Haynes
scraps
To the editor:
I'm glad to see the series of
articles in The Spectator about
the English Language Center
and the foreign students who
attend the classes held at Cam-
pion Towers. However, what
needs tobe saidisnotcompletely
beingsaid.
Manyof us here at S.U.know
verylittleabout theprogramand
the people who are learning
English as a second (or third)
language.Manyofushave heard
scraps of information about
these students, much of it very
biased and some of what we
know are very cruel truths.
Ithink theactivities sponsored
jointly by ELS and S.U. and the
Language Partner Program
proposed by ELSaregreatideas.
But ideas canbe greatand fail in
their endeavor if open-minded
people don't back them even
when the going gets rough.
Open-mindedness welcomes
differentness.
It's important to remember
that these people have come toa
country which has a different
cultural standard than their own.
Cultural do's and don'ts are
largely unspoken and therefore
difficult to readabout in abook.
These are understood through
interaction with anation's socie-
ty and this is what is needed and
wanted by the ELSstudents. It is
true that weallhavea lot togain
from each other. We can learn
about other peoples; their hopes
and dreams,and discover in that
rewarding and enlighteningex-
periences that eachhuman beinj
is integrally a part of the
brotherhood of man.
Audrey Woodman
joe guppy
Who the bell tolls
for? Its fer yew
"Now,class, what would you termthe relationallink
between Freebean's analyticalapproach to the O'Beards-
tein dilemma in opposition to the rather amorphous,
oxymoranical vision of Lelobe? Yes,Freebish? What say
you?"
Freebish placed his glasses on the desk.
"Well, professor Strungenwite, to simply state one
observation,and hopefully,this will notmiss themarkby
'
"DO EXCUSE ME, Freebish, but in accordance
with the university's new English requirements, Ifeel
compelled to notetwo things.Towit: 'to simply state' isa
split infinitive;verbal unity must be maintained,andthe
word 'hopefully,' whichis seldom correctly employedby
anyone but the Queen of England, has been mangled."
FREEBISH moistened his lips.
"Sir,Ican't help but protest this nit-picking. . ."
"Damnit, Freebish, that's a double negative."
"What kind ofa foolareyoutrying tomake of me?"
Freebish sobbed. "What is this attack for?"
"KINDOF a fool is superfluous,Freebish. It's 'For
what is this attack!'ThisUniversity will not tolerate such
patent disregard for decent human . . ."
"Hey, why don't you leave him alone?" a student
shouted.
"Garnsky,ifIwere to 'leave' Mr.Freebish alone, as
youso barbarically put it,he would be the only person
remaining in the classroom. You mean 'let' him alone."
"Listen,pal," said a student inthe front row,"I think
maybe you dove a bit tooenthusiastically into this 'new
policy.'"
He and Garnsky were now standing, arms swinging
loosely at their sides.
"'Pal' is an unacceptable colloquialism. 1 dived too
enthusiastically, Jones. The past of dive is still. . ."
"Man, the dude be spoutin' a buncha boolsheet!"
came a shout.
"PROFANITY will not be. . ."
"Shutup, professor," screamed someone, "or we'll
killyou! We'llkill you! Youcanput that in your friggin'
pipe and toke on it!"
"'Kill' is juvenile, hackneyed hyperbole,
Frederickson. And Imay put it into my pipe . . ."
The entire class was on it's feet, moving in.
-Its,youhack.NO APOSTROPHEFORPOSSES-
SION," theprofessor howled,ripping the sheet frommy
typewriter.Isnatched it back and blindly typed on.
A STUDENT had torn a cord from the Venetian
blindand was windingit.Another was testing thestrength
of the flagstaff.
The cord was loopedaround his neck and Garnsky
was tying"ft to the flag staff.
"Wait," shouted Freebish,shaking. "What will Fr.
Ryan say when he finds we hung the teacher?"
"FREEEEEEEBISH. We hungpictures. Wehanged
the teacher. Accckkk."
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Voting lever is
hangman's noose problem areas to be investigated
bytheacademics committee.The
possibility of a tutoringprogram
open for all students besides
minority students is being dis-
cussed. Another area being
reviewed is thelimited number of
library hours. The committee
plans a survey of persons using
the library and a consideration
for more library hours during
examtime.Thecommittee isalso
looking into a possible prepara-
tion program for graduate
school admission tests, an in-
vestigation of the credit-load
system and extra charges for
over-hours.
First vice president Bob Casey
announced that next week the
ASSU will publish a weekly
newsletter each Tuesday. The
newsletter will provide informa-
tion aboutcampus eventsduring
the week and willsupplement the
weekly Spectator,Caseysaid. At
an executive board meeting, it
was decided that some of the
publicity for eventshas notbeen
very good,Casey added.
THE newsletter will be placed
in dorm mailboxes and in The
Spectator boxes. Information
should be turned in to Dan
Covello at the ASSUeach Mon-
day.
The next senate meeting will
be7 p.m. Sundayin theChieftain
conference room.
Senate meeting:
$1,270 lowers ticket cost
by Timothy Brown
The ASSU senate voted Sun-
day to allocate $735 to help
defray student expenses for the
GonzagatripduringNov.20-23.
The money, with the $535 from
the activities board, will bring
the cost of a ticket down from
$17.44 per student to $8.50.
Brian Healyemphasized that
the trip is an activity where the
senate should spend money,
since it is where a largenumber
of students areable to take part.
Some 130 students are expected
to go on the trip this year, Healy
said.
JOHN Shannon listed some
Letters to the editor
Pulling the lever in favor of the mandatory deathsentence
inlast week's generalelectionwas,tomanypeople,notamoral
question as it should have been. Instead it was made into a
political issue which centered around the topics of an
inadequate justice system and whether social killing is a
deterrent to crime.
It'sgranted that wedo havea problem withcrime,but the
killing of people is notdealing with thecauses; it is justflailing
away at the effect. The problem will continue to erode the
moral fiber of our society, as long as we see individuals as
objects instead of human beings with values.
Theprecedence this couldstart isleft toone's imagination.
If weasanation feelthat wecandiscardhuman lifebycastinga
ballot behind a curtain, we are inserious trouble. The callus
we are forming on our hands may soon start to bleed.
THEISSUE will bedecided uponby the Supreme Court.
It willhave the final sayas towhether the deathpenalty iscruel
and unusual punishment. If they voteit is cruel and unusual,
then the voting that took place last week willbe void. It is the
fateof everyprisoneron deathrow across the state that willbe
decided by their action. Prisoners are human beings with
feelings and emotions. Can we deprive them of life which is
sacredandprecioustoall?One can onlyhope that theSupreme
Court has more compassion toward its fellow man than the
voters of the state of Washington had. —
tornparker
longer a chore toconstruct sim-
ple sentences.
The group has made many
good friends so far and they've
shown us some excellent times.
Three weeks ago, we formed a
caravan of Citroens and V.W.s
and headed for the
"Weinstrasse" (wine street)
about 50 miles from Graz, for a
celebration of the Styrian grape
harvest. Since then, we've been
to Zagreb, Yugoslavia, several
medieval castles in the area and
arenow planninga three-day trip
to Vienna and possibly one to
Salzburg or Budapest before
Christmas break.
Graz is a beautiful city and
there is much to do here for
entertainment. The food and
drink is cheaperand better than
in the States and transportation
is veryreasonable. Also the holes
inAustrian toilets arein the front
instead of the back of the bowl.
This isn't reallya major cultural
difference butIwas surprised to
find that "American Standard"
didn't have an international
monopoly on.bathroom fixtures.
We've observed many more im-
portant facets of Austrian
culture but its hard to put them
all into perspectiveafter only six
weeks. More later.
Auf Wiedersehen
Jim Stack
editor's note:
The Spectatorstrongly en-
courages submission of on-
campus voice through letters
to the editor;weask only that
those so inclined consolidate
their thoughtsin250 wordsor
less. Wealso reserve the right
towithhold inappropriate,in-
ane or insane letters.
|Spectrum]
TODAY
Spectator: 1 p.m. meeting,
third floor McCusker. New
members welcome.
TUESDAY
A Phi O's: 6:30 meeting in
Alumni House basement.
ELS students, habits criticizedby Americans
"They are not looking for
relationships; they want to ex-
ploit S.U. students tohelp them
with their English."
On the one hand, if things
continue as theyare,he wants to
have separate study rooms,
lounges and activities for the
ELS and S.U. Campion
residents.
But on the other hand he
knows "youcan't learna foreign
language in its native country if
you only speak your own
language."
IDEALLY HE would like to
doaway withallclassifications—
such as work release people,
Seattle Central Community
(SCC), deaf students, ELS
students and S.U. students— to
refer to them allas simply Cam-
pion residents.
Campion is a potential show-
case of the nation, should all
these groups learn to live in
harmony,Houston concluded.
vice president for students. But
in order to do so he would need
some indication from the S.U.
students that they wanted ELS
students on their floors, Larkin
said.
Last spring different com-
binations of students with par-
ticular interests were offered as
possible dorm livingsituations to
S.U. students. Few people
responded affirmatively to an
internationalgroupingof foreign
students and Americans,Larkin
said.
Larkin does not want to force
the American students to accept
ELS students on their floors.
He suggested re-education
where "our students should be
made aware of the advantagesof
contact with another culture."
IN AN effort to determine
S.U.student opinion, The Spec-
tatorinterviewed Campiondorm
residents on the fifth and sixth
floors, asking if they would like
to see more ELS students on
their floors.
Out of 13 students queried,
onlyone actually favored it;six
were against having any ELS
students on the floors; and six
said it didn't matter. But six of
these students alsoindicated they
would likemore contact with the
ELS students.
Patrick Murphy, who par-
ticipated in the German-in
Austria program, said it would
be much better if they were
scattered throughout the dorm.
UON FLOORS twoand three,
This week, students, faculty
and staff discuss the English
Language Service students at
IPART 111by Susan Burkhardt.U. offers an opportunity to
practice international relations
on campus through a growing
foreignpopulation participating
in the English LanguageServices
(ELS) program.
According to Richard K.
Grimes, director of the ELS
program in Seattle, American
universities welcome the inter-
national atmosphere provided
by the presence of foreign
students oncampusand S.U. is
no exception.
ABOUT 50 former ELS
students are enrolled at S.U.,
according to Janet Burken,
foreign student evaluator in ad-
missions. She also has 32
applicants on file from the ELS
program.
"It isbeneficial inhaving them
on campus," she stated. "I just
wish more kids would take ad-
vantage of it."
Burken, who feels that the
ELSstudents are "shutupintwo
floors of Campion," suggested
that the foregin students be
spread out in Campion so they
could live on the same floors as
the American students.
THE IDEA of putting a few
foreign students onupper floors
in Campion has been discussed,
according to Mick Larkin, S.J.,
they are so concentrated, they
cling to each other. Ithink they
should mix more."
"Iknow what it'slike togo toa
foreign country and stick with
your own nationality," Murphy
said concerning his experience
abroad.
Although Jeff Dygert
preferred an all S.U. floor
because he has moreincommon
with the American students, he
does enjoy living in the same
building with ELS students.
Favoringmore jointactivities
for theELS and S.U.communi-
American floors.
"During the summer the
bathrooms were hideous,"
Houston said. He cited
cleanliness as an important
problem when the two groups
live together.
HE FAVORS either total
segregation or total integration.
As things exist now he does not
believe the foreignstudents want
to mingle with the Americans.
SLIKE having foreignnts on the floor who arestudents," Lora Walter
said. "I enjoy discussing their
customs and life."
However, she said ELS
students on the floor might feel
isolated because the S.U.
students are so involved in their
studies.
Jeff Houston,alsoa Campion
resident, has lived overseasmost
of his life. Because of his ex-
perience with ELS students on
his floor this summer, he is
against putting them on
>:::::::::::::::::¥:W:::^^
"Youcanlikesomeone,even though you
hate the fact thatheblowssmokeInyour
face."
X&s*&smB&^^
ty, he said, "I would like to see
American students be friendlier
to foreign studentsand vice ver-
sa."
SOME OF the American
students indicated that they or
their friends who came to visit
them inCampion felt threatened
by the large groups of ELS
students who generally occupied
Campion lobby.
Jo Ellen Vierra said she was
deterred from approaching the
foreign students, because "they
stay within their own group and
speak their own language."
Oneresident, whopreferredto
remainanonymous,had traveled
extensively in Arab countries,
Europe and South Africa.
He likes and associates with
the foreign students although he
finds some of their personal
habits offensive.
"You can like someone, even
though you hate the fact that
he blows smoke in your face."
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FINE ARTS
SPECIALS
Tobe offered Winter Quar-
ter: (These courses open
toall students)
DR 292 or 492
Light & Sound De-
sign/3 cr.
MU292
Choral Conducting
/3cr.
Evening
in Austria
Program will includepresentation
of German-in-Austria programby
Professors J. Stark andC. Abello;
slide and film presentation of
Austria; Folk Dancing session;
question and answer period;
refreshments.
8 p.m. tonight, Chez Mot,
Bellarmine
So that the student may bemade more aware ofhis
errors in speaking and writing English, the following
suggestions, implemented byfaculty cooperation, could
serve to dispel the student'sbelief that correct English is
necessary in English classes only.
Manyhabitualerrors are miraculously cured when
the instructor attaches toa"D"or"E"paperacopyofthe
following.
CopiesareavailablefromEdwardH.Spiers, English
department.
S.U. minimum English
requirements
The following requisites, applicable to all
departments, have been compiled in accordance with
suggestions made by theJesuit EducationAssociation for
the improvement of the generalusage of English inJesuit
colleges:
1. Every instructor is advised to reject any written
work of a student which, in the instructor's judgment,
fails tomeetthis requirementof clear and correctEnglish,
and to deny such work a passing grade.
2. Every instructor is advised to correct a student's
mistakes in reciting and inclass discussions as a normal
help to the student in his use of spoken English.
3. The instructor is not obliged tospecify, although
desirable, the particular mistakes for whichany written
work inthecourse isrejected.Hemay indicateportions of
the paper, or specific lines, in which mistakes occur. A
student is expected to have sufficient critical ability to
recognize fundamental errors in the use of English for
himself.
4. Specifically, the rejection of any written work is
justified in the case of any one of the following
classifications or error:
a. A notable lack of clearness of thought
b. A notable carelessness of diction
c. More than one sentence-error (period fault,
comma fault,fused sentence, fragmentary sentence,
etc.)
d. More than one instance of bad grammar
c. Three misspelled words (or one misspelled word
to every 50 words)
Combinations of these errors afford all the more
reason for rejection.
5. Instructors areadvised,ihthe case of anystudent
who cannot qualify in his written work according to the
above, tocontinueto denysucha student apassinggrade
andto report his inability to thedepartmentchairmanfor
possible extrahelp.
William A. Guppy
Academic Vice President
-"Takea RainierNationalBankchecking
account out todinner withyou.
K\l\lMtlS.Y\li
Member F.D.I.C.
by Suzanne Bradley
"I'm a senior, what do Ido
now?"
"How can my major compete
in anover-crowded field?"
How doIget an interview?"
"When should Istart prepar-
ing for a future job? Freshman
year? Sophomore?"
BECAUSE so many students
and alumniask these questions,
the Career Planning and Place-
ment Office will have an Open
House 1-4p.m.Nov.19 inBellar-
mine 113 and 115.
Susan Hunter,actingdirector
of the Career Planning and
Placement Office stresses that
the purpose of the office is to
help the student or alumnus
"prepare for employment and
work with their major at the
same time." The office "is notan
employment agency," it rather
"emphasizes self help," she add-
ed.
THE OPENhouse will show
the service the office provides.
Career information is available
that someday may become a
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Tom McCall,Len Mandelbaum,James Parry.
Service at S.U., the second
speaker, stated that "a
fragmented society" is thecause
of America's political problems.
"Our politicalmovementsand
our interest groups are all
fighting for onlytheir ownobjec-
tives. This is ecologcial insanity
and insanityfrom ahumanpoint
of view," Mandelbaum stated.
Environmentalists, he said,
"have never shown much con-
cern for the plightof blacks, the
lessaffluent and minorities."
Similarly, those concerned
with full employment and
economic vitality "show a dis-
dain for ecological sanity," he
said.
"WE ALL behave as if some-
day there will be some
technological fax that will per-
mit each sub-unit, each sub-
system, each person to go his
own way. This will not work."
This fragmentation has an
historical basis,he said,because
the Americanrevolution wasnot
a movement toward a common
goal but away from an evil,the
"tyrannyof a king."
"WE CURRENTLY have a
political system which responds
to the group that screams the
loudest,"he said.
"We must not be concerned
with what will serve each and
every group of ours, but with
what will meet the needs of the
community, what will optimize
ecological soundness, what will
optimize the preservationof our
neighborhoods, what will op-
timize our basic values."
Mandelbaum ended with a
plea similar to McCall's.
Political action must come from
"the people in this room," he
said.
this city, on the farms of
Washington, down here where
we live."
Land-use planningisprobably
the most important issue facing
local governments today, Mc-
Call said.
WASHINGTON generally
has responsive localgovernment
but that "you're ruining your
land worse than we (in Oregon)
are, he said. "We have the best
land-use planning act of any
state."
But despiteadvances,valuable
farmland is stillbeingdeveloped
for industrial and residential use
in Oregon,he said. There iseven
a movement to repeal the land-
use act, he added.
"The worst example you can
give toyour children of how not
toplan land-use is toshow them
suburbia,"he said.
Thecities aredecayingaspeo-
ple "leap-frog" into the suburbs,
using up irreplaceable land, he
said.
LEGISLATORS should free-
ly admit conflicts ofinterest and
disqualify themselves,he said.
"What kind of government
can we have when each conflict
of interest comes out in an ex-
pose in the newspaper?" heask-
ed.
"Government must be
accessable to thepeople if it is to
have any measure of trust. That
is why we have the most open
government in the world in the
state of Oregon."
LEN MANDELBAUM,
director of the InstituteofPublic
trade purposes and a "vigorous
imperialism to the West."
It was necessary for railroads
to be subsidized in the 19th
century,he said,and the govern-
ment must subsidize the search
for new energy in the 20th cen-
tury.
But thepresent governmentis
failing because of political
bickering, "game playing," in-
decision, governmentcomplexi-
ty, and "lack of leadership," he
said.
"MOST politicians aren't
muchinterestedinpublicservice,
or even in power, thank God.
They are interested in staying in
office and enjoying the money
and prestige."
Specific federal grants, Mc-
Call said, can be useful where
political pressure discourages
local governmentalcooperation,
but that generally the federal
government should not threaten
local flexibility.
Giving states flexibility re-
quires state responsibility, he
added.
"THIS SCREAM for states'
rights always isascream tocover
or justify misfeasence. They
would not be worried about op-
tions if they sincerely wanted to
take the federal moneyand do a
job. They want to take that
moneyandsubvert theuseofit."
Political impetus must come
locally, he said.
The federal government can
provide leadership, he said, "but
mostly we're going to have to
find boldness, innovation and
self-sacrificehere inthisroom,in
A strong and open state
government and widespread
citizen involvement are essential
toaneffective Americanpolitical
system, former Oregon Gover-
nor Tom McCall said Wednes-
dayeveningat Campion Tower.
Speaking at the fourth in a
series of S.U.-sponsored public
forums, McCall stated that the
federal bureaucracy has grown
so large that it has become un-
responsive.
He favored a "sandwich"
government with state,localand
federal governments sharing
power and responsibility, he
said.
"MANY OF America's left
wingarecertain that biggovern-
ment is the answer to all the
social ailments of this country,"
he said. "Manyin the right wing
parrot Jefferson'sfamous saying
'The best government is that
government which governs
least.' And they don't even
bother to consider some of the
worthy things Jefferson said."
American government has
historicallybeen "bold and im-
aginative," but that imagination
todayhasdrastically declined,he
said.
"America's greatness was not
achieved by a governmentdoing
too much or too little,but by
government rising to the occa-
sion when the occasion came."
McCALL CITED numerous
examples of previous "bold"
governmental actions, including
protective tariffs for business,
nonalignment in Europe for
by Joe Guppy
McCall: Big governmentneedsmomstatepower
Work release aims to redirect prisoners' lives
said. "There isn't much of an
opportunity to meet students on
campus. But Italk to people in
the elevators. They're friendly"
According to Brown, the
Pacific Institute, the supplier of
staff, food, shelter, and bedding
for this state's work release
programs, will keep thecontract
with S.U. if it meets the in-
stitute's requirements.
"So we want to plugalong—
quietly helping the residents,"he
says.
One convict praises the facili-
ty, noting the similarity it bears
to life in real society. "We pay
our own way here;we'rerespon-
sible for ourselves" he said. "We
have to be now because we'll
have to be when we're back in
society."
CURFEW IS 12 midnight
SundaythroughThursday,andI
a.m. on Friday and Saturday.
Visitors are to be out of the
facility bycurfew.
Seventh floor residents arenot
allowed to loiter on other floors
of Campion Tower or in the
lounge.Theycan eat theirmeals
in the Bellarmine cafeteria only
after the other campus residents
have eaten.
"Sure the rules are strict. But
we're inprison,andIcansee why
we have rules," admits one con-
vict.
ANOTHER expressed her
desire to meet more people.
"Most of my social life centers
around school and work, she
themselves in and out.The only
place a resident can go alone are
work andschool. Forsocial out-
ings,he must beaccompaniedby
a sponsor.
One convict explained, "The
sponsor— the person you're go-
ingout with who mustbe screen-
ed by a committee of parole
officers— physically checks you
in and out. But after three
months, you can apply for a
furlough, which is a certain
amount of hours away from
Campion Tower without a spon-
sor. You must fill out papers
—
stating whyand when you want
the furlough. It must then be
approved by parole officers and
staff."
S.U.s 15-month program,ac-
cording toHarris,is "a success."
One of the convicts,a student
at U.W. with a full-time job,
shares Harris' opinion.
"They make every attempt to
help us help ourselves," he said.
"I have found no problems. If
you follow the rules and
regulations, yougetalong.Ifyou
don't, you don't make it. I
haven't encounteredrulesIdon't
have in my own life."
WHAT ARE the "rules" im-
posed upon Campion Tower's
seventh floor residents?
Theparole officers mustknow
where each resident is at all
times. The convicts must sign
Career job office
readies open house Student
jobs available
The following jobsare available through the Career
Planning and Placement office, located inBellarmine 113
and 115.
Recreation/OccupationalTherapist. ($Bl2-1,039 month-
ly, bachelor degree in recreation or allied field, closes
Nov. 17.)
Community Services Supervisor.($1,625-2,073 monthly,
doctoral degree required.)
Programmer 11. ($B2l-1,047 monthly,bachelor degree in
business, accounting, mathematics, or statistics, plus
experience in computer programming. Closes Nov. 19.)
Clerk A. ($622-736 monthly, mail distribution, typing;
closes at noon tomorrow.)
Coaching. ($2.50 per hour, 5-7 p.m., person must be
working towards, or have bachelor's degree in physical
education or recreation.)
Insurance Agent.(Opensalary, work in area of casualty
fire insurance withcommercial accounts;some insurance
background— either experience or education.
Additional notes: The U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration will be on campus on
Friday, Nov. 21. They are looking for management
trainees in accounting; bachelor or master's degree in
business;master's incivil,mechanical,electrical,nuclear
or chemical engineering; or master's in chemistry or
physics.
Willamette Graduate Schoolin Administration will
also be on campus Nov. 21. _
career library.Career counseling
from trained personnel is also
provided to help each student
with self-assessment and goal
analysis tobuild a solid resume
and secure future. Job "listings
andreferral servicesareavailalbe
along with job-seekingskills in-
struction.
MANY OF theclasses offered
to help the student or alumnus
have been poorly attended,
Hunter said. The classesprovide
information and how to get that
interview andhow togetpast the
secretary's desk into a prospec-
tive employer's office. Students
or alumni can talk withprospec-
tiveemployers thatcome tocam-
pus looking for talent by signing
up on the interview sheets.
Employers, however, were com-
ing less often, due to the uncer-
tainty of many jobopenings,she
said.
Because of changes in at-
titudes toward education,
careers and employment, feed-
back fromstudentsandalumniis
necessary to further the office's
effectiveness,Hunter said.
by Colleen Rahill
"We're the best in the state
because we have guidelines and
we follow them. No one canget
his head together behind bars,"
saysJohn Harris,director of the
Seattle Work Training Release
Facility located on the seventh
floor of Campion Tower.
S.U.s work training release
facility, which deals with the
Washington State Penitentiary,
the Washington State Refor-
matory, the Washington Correc-
tion Center, and the Purdy
TreatmentCenter for Women, is
comprised of convicts who have
applied for the program, have
beenapprovedbyaclassification
committee at prison, and are
within two years of their ten-
tative release date from prison.
ACCORDING TO Doug
Brown, stateparole officer at the
work-release center at S.U., the
program is geared towards help-
ing the convicts decide which
way in life they want to go.
"It'sa smallcommunity based
on a correction center's prin-
ciples.It'sassmallas youcanget
to be effective; each parole of-
ficer is responsible for only 17
people— a small number com-
pared to state institutions,"
Brownsaid.
All 50 participants of the S.U.
work-release facility work 40
hours a week in various jobs in
Seattle. Each person pays $6 a
day for roomand board at Cam-
pion Tower.Some residents also
go to school part-time; many
receive funds from the state to
complete their education. This
work-study program, Brown
said, isconducive toenabling the
convict to lead a normal life.
"MOST OF the problems in
prisonare due to theinstitution's
cramped environment," he said.
Statistics compiled at the Of-
fice of Community Corrections
in Olympia show that residents
of the work-release centeratS.U.
tend not to return to prison.
They are released and put on
parole from 2-20 years.
monks, Runciman said.
The only standard set for
women was that they be of
Orthodox religion and beableto
speak Greek fluently, Runciman
concluded.
having parties, but it begins to
get old, and they start to find
other things todo,become more
serious about school.
"By the time you're a junior,
you're almost legal,and it's just
not cool anymore. If you drink,
you drink; if you don't you
don't," a senior said. Lots of
people still drink, lots of people
enjoy it. But the novelty has
worn off. It's fun,but so are lots
of other things. You no longer
spend your weekend asking
where the parties are. And you
don't worryifyoudon't find one
every week."
Sir Steven Runciman —photo by reginabarkley
He went on to explain that
nuns played an essential part in
the Byzantium empire. They did
hospital work,cared for theaged
and some were doctors. They
were more active in society than
Ingeneral,studentswere most
impressed with the transition
from freshman to senior year.
Freshmen seem to spend more
time socializing, although
sophomores partymore.
A SENIORinBellarmine told
how the freshmen next door to
her were really excited because
theyhad gottenintoPier 70, and
"Oh, it was just the neatest
thing."
Sophomores generally go to
parties more, because they
generally have transportation,
they know more people that are
dinner, to themovies.Gotostuff
at the center, concerts, even
symphonies and ballet."
Winter quarter was also look-
ed forward to as more exciting,
with more things to do."Itpicks
up winter quarter," one student
said. "Yougo home for Christ-
mas, and your friends have
changed or your sweetheart has
found someone else. You get
disillusioned with your old
friends, so you come back and
you want to get into the school.
And then there's basketball
games and sports. It'more of a
unified atmosphere."
IF A businessman died, the
wife usually carried on the
husband's business orretired toa
convent. Convents became a
refuge for the poor woman or
those who retired.
Imperial marriages were
usually arranged in the empire.
Thiskept acontinuityof families
in power, Runciman said.
Emperors looking for a wife
would hold "bride shows." The
emperor would gatherprincesses
from around the empire and in-
spect each one. Then he would
giveagolden apple tohis choice.
SOMETIMES the emperor's
mother made the choice for her
son. This system of finding im-
perial wives lasted until the 10th
century Runciman said.
Theempress of the Byzantium
empire represented charity and
mercy, Runciman said. She was
crowned separately from the
emperor and did not have to be
his wife. Often an empress was
the sister or mother of the
emperor.
Peasant women had two ways
to advance in class, Runciman
explained. One was if their hus-
band made a fortune farming,
the other, if he joined the army
and advanced within the ranks.
Within the aristocracy, wives
took part in societyaccording to
their husbands' rank.
have a few drinks in their rooms
and then go out to a party or
something,"she said.
... Bottoms up, students say
The status of women wasn't
too bad during the Byzantium
empire Sir Steven Runciman
said Tuesday night in A. A.
Lemieux Library Auditorium.
Speaking to a half-filled
auditorium on "The Role of
Women in Byzantium," Run-
ciman said the status of women
was generally tied to that of their
husbands.
Runciman is an international-
ly known scholar of the history
of the Byzantium empire, the
Near East and the Orthodox
church. He has published 12
books in these areas.
EASTERN civilization was
mother-oriented, Runciman
said. Most mothers wereinfluen-
tial in important decisions.
When Christianity developed,a
dimension of reverence for wo-
men was added,heexplained.
The legal status of. women
wasn'tgood until theeighth cen-
tury Runciman said. Up until
then the only legal right women
had was that of a dowry. Inthe
eighth century, women were
given equal rights with men in
caring for children.
(Continued fromPage 1)
need a high gradepoint. They
comehere foragoodeducation."
Several students said that the
cost of S.U. made people more
seriousabout their education. A
transfer student from a com-
munity college stated that she
didn'tstudy because there wasno
money at stake.
THIS WAS cited as a major
difference between here and the
U.W. "Yougo out to the U.ona
weeknight, and you'll find four
or five parties that night in that
dorm. There,a lot of peoplepay
$500 ayear togo and party.You
pay $2,200ayear here,youdon't
party on weeknights except on
special occasions."
Evenon weekends, thereis not
that much loud partying in the
dorms. "No really loud parties,"
an R.A. said, "just moderate
drinking. A lotof thepeople who
are big drinkers go out
somewhere to drink .. . The
R.A.s drink the most on our
floor."
A four-year veteran of the
'dorms observed that most par-
ties eitherstart orcontinue inthe
dorms on a smaller scale."They
LIVING OFFcampusdoesn't
really hamper social life, it just
makes itmore formal,according
to a student who moved off
campus for the quarter. "Last
year when we got together, it
tended to be more spontaneous.
Now, you have to arrange
everything you do."
Those who were unhappy with
the partying here were asked to
make suggestions about alter-
native activities or changes in
presentones. The mostcommon
suggestion was that there be less
emphasis on beer and more on
mixed drinks or wine,bread and
cheese. From the first encounter
with the school in orientation
week, many felt,everythinghas
been beer-oriented. "Beer brings
out the degenerates," claimed
one girl.
"We party off campus," said
two Bellarmine coeds. "Trader
Vies or Canada. Why? It gets
boring, we have to spend our
money."
FOR NONDRINKERS, it
was suggested that they "go to
Open jobs listed
on S.U. job board
CHRISTINE Allen, director
of the program, said that not
enough people know about the
job board. Therefore, student
response to the board has not
been good.She added that there
are many jobs not listed on the
board and encouraged students
to stop in and ask for more
information.
For further information on
the jobboard,students areasked
to contact Allen. On-campus
openings are listed as they
become available.
If you are in the market for a
part-time job thatpays well with
flexible hours, a job board in
front of the financial aid office
may just help you find the right
job.'
The board, which lists about
75 openings,offers such jobs as
carpenter's helper, live-in
housekeeper, service station
attendant and warehouse assis-
tant. The listings go on and on.
Wages for jobs vary from $2 to
$4, dependingon the typeof job
and previous work experience.
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Arthur Barnes and Marie
BalagnoLundquist,pianists,will
perform in the S.U. piano
festivalNov. 19 and 20.
Barnes hasperformed with the
Bellevue Philharmonic and has
been featured in the Batelle
Young Artists Series. He will
beginwith"Sonata,Opus26",by
Samuel Barber on Nov. 19. The
piece combines American jazz
and "honkey-tonk" piano
, rhythm.
BARNES, an' S.U. faculty
by Joe Guppy
Likeitspredecessor, thesequel
to "The Tall Blond Man with
One Black Shoe,"appropriately
titled "The Return of the Tall
Blond Man with One Black
Shoe," workson twolevels.Both
movies are hilarious comedies
and biting satires of the spy
business.
In the first movie, Francois
Perrin, the tallblondman, whois
actually a concert violinist, is
unknowingly made out to be a
master-spy by Col. Toulouse,a
power-hungry French in-
telligence officer who is plotting
to getrid of arival.
AFTER A complicated series
of funny mis-adventures, the
rival is killed and Perrin has
fallen in lovewith aladyspy who
was sent to use her (heh-heh)
"talents"toget information from
him.
In the first movie, audience
outrage at a civilian being
manipulated by government
spiesis high. Themassacre at the
end is unexpected and shocking
and serves to remind one of the
realityat theendof thespy game.
"The Return" has a different
focus. It no longer seems out-
rageous that thecivilian Perrin is
involved in the spy game;
perhaps this acceptance is the
point. Inany case,director Yves
Roberts was wise in not attemp-
ting to milk any more audience
outrage out of that point. He
uses "The Return" to explore
more fully ridiculous spy techni-
ques and the change of focus
keeps "The Return"frombeinga
smudgy carbon of the original,a
fate that befalls manya sequel.
"THE RETURN" opens with
Perrin enjoying a Rio vacation
with the lady spy, a "well-
deserved reward." But back in
France, another intelligence of-
ficer,Capt.Camberai,isplotting
to nail Toulouse for his rival's
murder.
Camberai demands that the
kinda-cloddy intelligence
minister, fresh to the spy world
from theagriculture department,
order master-spy Perrin home.
This causes Toulouse to order
Perrinkilled. Morecomplexities
continue. The lady spy gets kid-
napped and Perrin is forced to
pretend that he really is a spy.
THE COMEDY takesa while
to build. An early routine in
here's nine
Program highlights for KCTS Channel9,public televi-
sion, willbe listed in the Spectatorregularly.
Sunday,Nov.16
9:30p.m.Masterpiece Theatre:Notorious Woman -The first programofaseven-partseries ofthe
life ofGeorgeSand,herdefianceofconventioninherideasandinherpersonallife inFrance during
the mid-1800's.
11 p.m.The Ascentof Man:— "The Drivefor Power"— lndustrial andpolitical revolutionsaltered
man's concept of power during the 18th century. Dr. Jacob Bronowski shows why these
developments were as significant as the renaissance in man'sprogress.
Monday, Nov.17
8:20 p.m. InPerformance at Wolftrap— Valeryand Galina Panov. former stars ofRussia's famed
Kirov Ballet,make their American television debut with fiveballet selections.
10 p.m. The First Churchills— First of a twelve-part series dealing with the great military and
politicalgenius, JohnChurchill, thefirst ancestorofWinstonChurchill to havethe titleofDuke of
Maryborough, and his saucy and shrewd wife, Sarah, playedby two-time Emmy winner Susan
Hampshire.
Tuesday, Nov.18
8:10 pan. The Rivalsof SherlockHolmes: "The Woman in the BigHat"— LadyMolly,a woman
rivalofSherlock Holmes,meets herpartner.Mary Granard, inateashop to findout thatoneofthe
customershas justbeenmurdered. Theonly clueis that awoman withalargehatwasseenwith the
manshortly before his murder.
9:30 p.m. Monty Python's Flying Cfrcu»— The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra goes to the
bathroom, a veryeloquent broadcaster interviewsafootballplayeranda re-enactmentoftheBattle
of Pearl Harbor are part of tonight's program.
Wednesday, Nov.19
7:30 pjn.TheTribalEye: "KingdomofBronze"— Thecourt of theObaofBeninCity inNigeriahad
bronze casters who produced masterpieces which now attract fabulous prices in the world's
salesrooms. Thesecastingsandthemysteries surroundingthemareexploredontonight'sprogram.
9p.m.Jennie:"A Pastand AFuture" -Jennie renewsacquaintance with MontaguePorch,andat
age 54 marries him. In 1921,while hurrying todinner, she tripson thestairs andbreaks herankle.
Gangrene sets in and the leg is amputated. This is the last show in the series.
Thursday, Nov.20
8:30 p.m. Classic Theatre Preview— Eva Le Gallienne, preeminent first lady of the American
theatre,makes a rare televisionappearancein this preview to introduct the presentation of Henrik
Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler."
9 p.m. Classic Theatre: TheHumanities inDrama:"Hedda Gabler"— A beautifuland vitalyoung
womanis trapped by marriageand society, and finally destroys herself in order to be free.
Friday, Nov.21
8 p.m. Washington Week In Review— The inside observations of veteran Washington cor-
respondents on the major stories of the week from the nation's capitol. Paul Duke, NPACT
correspondent is the moderatorof the panelmade upofPeter Lisagor,Neil McNeil andotherguest
reporters.
9p.m.A Mt-nuhin Tribute toWilla Calher— Willa Cather,oneofAmerica's foremost novelists, is
given tributeby three ofherclosest friends,Yehudi Menuhin andhis sisters Yaltah andHepzibah.
Who's Happy Now?a goldmine for audience
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by Christina Pullen
The drama department struck it rich when they chose to
do Oliver Hailey's brilliant comedy "Who's Happy Now?"
The play is expertly done ina fashion that almost seems
tooprofessional for S.U. However,thedirector,cast,crew and
ticket-taker put it altogether to come up with the best playI
have seen thus far at S.U.
AS RICHARD,Michael Hayward, the only noviceactor
in thegroup, isabigplus to thegroupbecause he turned insuch
a convincingperformance that it is terriblyhard tobelieve that
it's his first role.
Ihadno trouble following the transitions from achild of
six to a young man of 16, to a man of 21. This only happens
when the actor is fluid enoughtobringsomethingspecial to the
part. Michael Haywarddoes this beautifully and effectively.
Ido notknow what to say about Vincent Kriley, Robert
Kriley, Rosanne Orton and Leslie Kay Somerville except that
they were right on time,or— for those of you who don't quite
understandthe language— standingonthe clock,whichmeans,
job well done.
WHILEIAM handingout accolades— which 1don't do.often— lwant to let the technicaldirectorand crewknow that
their long grueling hours of work do not gounrecognizedor
unappreciated. It shows in the set construction.
"Who's Happy Now?" is a well-directed,well-performed,
play that certainly deserves to be acknowledged because this
one is a winner, but you can be the last judge. There are still
three nights to see the show, Nov. 13, 14, 15 at 8 p.m.on the
Teatro Inigo stage.S.U.students areadmitted free,andin my
opinion a better dealcan't be found.
"WHO'SHAPPYNOW?" cast eats "meat loafcake" at birthday party.Seated (1" tor.):
Kniley, Leslie Somerville;standing: Vincent Kniley, Rose Orton, Michael Haywood.
Tall blond man spies again arts & entertainment
Vegas night to offer
gambling, guzzling
"Hey sweetheart.. .welcome
toCasa Blanca." Saturday,Nov.
15 marks the night of fun and
gambling at the Chieftain. The
dice will be rolling at 8 p.m. as
the crowd will try to break the
house. Prizes include: a keg of
beer from the Cellar Tavern, 20
hit albums from KJR, dinners
from local restaurants, camping
equipment from REI and a
bunchofotherneat things forbig
money winners.
IF GAMBLING isn't your
natural high,youcanmellow out
to the soft, subtle atmosphere in
the upstairs lounge. Cool easy
listening music to relax by witha
touch of refreshing cocktail
delights will highlight upper
Cheiftain. For thoseof you who
aren't lucky at the gambling
tables, you can drown your
sorrows inthe "speakeasy"bar.
A variety of drinks will be
offered to those who are 21 and
over; i.d. required.
The cost: $2 with S.U. i.d.,
$2.50 without. Don't miss it!
"Casa Blanca...anight of fun
and excitement" is an Alpha Phi
Omega production.
which Perrin just happens to
duck each time Toulouse's men
try to shoot him is a dud. The
same joke has been handled
much better in "Get Smart"
episodes and an old Porky Pig
cartoon.
The slapstick soon warms up,
however. Atonepoint,aspy who
is shining Perrin's shoes reaches
into a secret compartment in the
footrest foragun.Asheis about
to draw it out, Perrin spots a
friend and jumps up, crushing
the spy's hand. With tooth-
grindinggrin,thespystruggles to
maintain hiscover as Perrindis-
cusses trivialities.
The funniest moments are the
outright slashes at the pomposity
of thespies. Perrin,strutting like
James Bond, coolly greets
friends at the Paris airport load-
ed down with technological gim-
mickry andsportingablack suit,
gloves and shades.
BOTH Toulouse and
Camberai have intimate files on
the other. As Toulouse listens
from the bathroom, Camberai
reveals to Perrin that Toulouse's
mother "reallywantedagirl"and
dressed him ingirl'sclothesinhis
youth. There is a great scene in
which Perrin is reluctant to read
the file Toulouse has on
Camberai, saying itis noneofhis
business, a sentiment not often
heard in spying.
The gimmickry and the files
show the foolish,sheltered world
in which the spies operate. It is
difficult to romanticize about
spying after seeing the plots and
counter-plots and their
dangerous effects when sprung
on the outside world.
The movie is excellently cast.
Pierre Richards plays the tall
blond man subtly and with the
appropriate bewildered resigna-
tion of a (fairly) normal person
viewing the insanity of in-
telligence operations.
INCIDENTALLY, if you
come out of the movie saying,
"He's not so tall,"blameiton an
unavoidable mistranslation.The
French"Le Grand Blondavec la
Chassure Noire" would be more
accuratejy, "The Not-Short, a
Little Bigger Than Average,I
suppose.Well, You Know What
1 Mean, Blond Man With One
Black Shoe." However, they
don't make marquees that big.
Jean Rochefort is perfect as
the steely,amoral Toulouse and
MichaelBuchassy doesafine job
with the most interesting
character in the movie,
Camberai. Camberai is a spy
with, apparently, a conscience,
or at least squeamishness. Inthe
end, however, it becomes clear
that he too would destroyPerrin
if it meant getting at Toulouse.
"THE RETURN" is funnier
than the original because itcon-
centrates more on ridiculing in-
telligence operations, something
for which there is a real need
now. But it is less successful
overall, chiefly because of the
ending.
The endingisconsiderably less
clever than one has a right to
expect;it isalmost acliche. Also,
it seems to uphold the game
atmosphere of the spy world.
There is no violent return to
reality that made the first movie
so effective.
Piano festival set
November 19, 20
member will also play pieces by
Bach, Chopin and Liszt.
Marie BalagnoLundquist will
perform Brahms' "Variations
and Fugue on a Theme by
Handel, Opus 24" on Nov. 20.
Both concerts begin at 8 p.m.
in Pigott Auditorium. Tickets
are available for $3.50, which
includes both nights.Moreinfor-
mation is available from Kevin
Waters, S.J., fine arts depart-
ment, 626-6336.
by John Sutherland
Star Trek does live! That motto was
brought to life at the Puget Sound Star
Trekkers First Annual Fan Conference last
Saturday at the Seattle Center.
Star Trek fans of all sizes and ages
congregated for 12 hours to share what
appeared to be an almost fanaticalinterest in
the now out-of-production show.
STAR TREK photos— so cents to $1,
Star Trek calendars— s4.9s, Star Trek
buttons— s2.so,Star Trek bumperstickers—
50 cents, Star Trek patches— sl-$1.50, Star
Trek paperbacks— so cents, Star Trek
slides— 7s cents, Star Trek tribbles
— $3-$4,
and $5 and Star Trek t-shirts
— $4 were all
displayed in themainconferenceroom.By the
handfulls of bills proprietors clutched, it
looked like business was brisk.
Highlights of the conference included an
art room which mostly containedsketches of
Mr. Spock and Capt. Kirk and a display of
models of the spaceship U.S.S. Enterprise.
Thepeoplemillingaroundexhibitstestified to
their popularity.
IN ANOTHER room, five Star Trek
episodes were shown, as well as a "blooper
reel,"whichshowed mistakes made during the
filming of the t.v. series. All 500 seats were
filled and viewers demonstrated an uncanny
silence as they watched the screen,engrossed
in every word and action.
James Doohan,who playedScotty in the
series, shared his experiences with an
enthralledaudience. Producer GeneRodden-
bury's secretaryspoke to the groupas well as
Professor G. Wallerstein, who discussed
space travel.
An added feature of the conference were
zealous fans who dressed as characters from
the show. Many Vulcans were observed
scurrying about, pointed ears and all. One
Nonstop laughter happens on 'Saturday Night'
hilarious, most exuberantly
alive comedy that t.v.has seen in
years.
AND it all happens at that
perfectly disoriented and dis-
orienting hour of 11:30 p.m.
when Sammy Davis can't lift his
arms for the cut glass and our
boys are taking some backlot
Pacific atoll for the 100th time.
In fact, it was because of such
tripe thatIwasaimlessly twisting
the dial one Saturday night,
searching for absolutely
anything of interest this sideofa
test pattern, whenIcame across— host Rob Reiner introduced
him as 'a British rock star so big
he needs no introduction'
—
what appeared to be JoeCocker.
Great. "Midnight Special." But
there was something not quite
right about this Joe Cocker.
Without a doubt he had that
certain manic look, that ragged
hair, the de rigeur black female
backup trio, and those
noticeable malfunctions in his
motor-control subsystem —
by John Wilson
On the inaugural show of
NBC's late Saturday night 90
minutes of comic mayhem
—
called, unfunnily enough,
"Saturday Night" — Chevy
Chase, an anchorman in a
parodyofanetwork newsbroad-
cast, reports that a new stamp
commemorating prostitution
will cost ten cents. Pause. Then
with his best Steve Edelman
newsman-personality smile:
"But if you want to lick it, it's a
quarter." Not exactly Mary
Tyler Mooreand Rhoda cutting
up, you know?
And not intended to be,either.
"Saturday Night," in the three
shows so far broadcast, has
avoided the stupid slapstick of
"Laugh-In" and the smugly
liberal fingerpointing of The
Smothers Brothers Comedy
Hour (which when revived last
year sounded sodated,as ifTom
and Dickie had never heard of
the House Judiciary Committee)
while producing the most spon-
taneous
— it's live — most
Star Trekkers orbit Center
spastic will do
—
but the music
was too perfect. For one thing,
Cocker's proximity to the
microphone had noeffect on the
sound and what? his lips weren't
even synching. Who is this guy?
Even Joe Cocker wouldn't spew
that much beer all overhis shirt.
THIS COCKER went into a
triple-helicopter spin, crash lan-
ding on the stage. Isat still in
front of the t.v., locked into this
scenario: what had the flick of a
dial wrought? Cocker writhed
onstage, his back arched, a
human tricycle using his bald
spot for the front wheel. Mikes
andcymbals crashedto the floor.
Ithink that this pseudo-Cocker
was actually hydrophobically
biting at the air. Now normally
I'm pretty dour
—
I'm an ac-
countant who once was
suspected of being a virgin
philosophy major with designs
on the novitiate — but Ifinally
had toflipback to Sammy just to
stop laughing. Althoughby then
he was pretty funny, too.
The urge is to retellevery skit
and one-liner, but ofcourse that
would never do.This isa serious
newspaper.
Many of "Saturday Night's
writers and actors are cast-offs
from National Lampoon, that
magazine of suave urbanity and
impeccable Charlie Tuna taste:
Michael O'Donoghue, John
Belushi, Anne Beatts, Gilda
Radner, and Chase. The show
reflects the,ah.Lampoonbrand
of humor.
EXECUTIVE producer Dick
Ebersol, 28, and producer Lome
Michaels, all of 31, seem little
concerned withpacing the show.
With the exception of the
Muppets' sequences — still
dumb as ever — "Saturday
Night" careens through its 90
minutes, pausing only for an
occasional musical interlude
with the likes of (the real) Paul
Simon or Esther Phillips. The
pace is mostsimilar to theMonty
Python movie, And Now For
Something Completely
Different, inwhich sketches were
stuck together with noregardfor
continuity or buildup. Laughs
came nonstop— theeffect on the
audience is lack of air, ab-
dominal cramps, and exhaus-
tion.
Commercialsallow norespite,
either. "Saturday Night" com-
mercial parodies don't work like
Carol Burnett's. They use
professional faces and
professional techniques until
they'vehooked you,thenhit you
with a line that throws
everything. It is very difficult to
tell — at least for the first 30
seconds — which ads are for real
and which are not.
LAST week featured aroman-
tic little number, photographed
in the blissful vaselined fog of a
Penthouse foldout, featuring a
male-female couple strolling
arm-in-arm through some park.
We follow theirprogress accom-
panied only by the sweetest of
music. Is anybody going to say
something? At last, a soft-sell,
reasonable, well-modulated
barifbne informs us in
reasonable, well-modulated
tones, as the camera pullsback,
that "this couple used no com-
mercial products in their efforts
tomake themselves more attrac-
tive to one another."
I'm amazed that "Saturday
Night" hasany sponsorsat all —
theeffect oftheirsatiric style is to
destroy the credibility ofanyand
everycommercial. Like Sammy,
even the straight ones become
hysterical.
"SATURDAY NIGHT" has
alsobeen featuringsome films of
comedian Albert Brooks, 28.
Brooks is certainly one of the
most important comics in
America, exploring along with
LilyTomlin,Richard Pryor and
Steve Martin,the outeredgesof
comedy, where iteither overlaps
with drama or becomes some
mutant hybrid of the two.
Brooks' efforts last week, a
film ostensibly depicting the
fulfillment of his lifelong dream— thechance for him toperform
open heart surgery
—
was a
bizarreadventure outbeyondthe
laugh track. The film had
touches of the Tomlin/Pryor
compassion and was certainly
more than an absurd Martin
conceit. It really became an ex-
ploration of tension: abandoned
without the securityof the Fami-
ly Hour's canned laughter and
the ingrained rhythm of, say, a'
Carsonmonologue, theaudience
hadtoreallydecide just what was
funny and what wasn't.
DID you laugh when,on the
way to the operating room. Dr.
Brooks gave his sixtyish heart
patient a box full ofplastic parts
to a huge model of the human
heart, explaining that he'd "had
some difficulty putting it
together, but thought that you'd
like to see it anyway?" Or not?
The effect was similar to ex-
periencesI'vehad innearlyemp-
ty movie theatres when viewinga
movie which one is not sure is a
comedy ora tragedy. Where's the
difference?
But look, don't expect
miracles. "SaturdayNight"is far
from perfect. It's just that
everythingelse is farther."Satur-
day Night" the wayIsee it,is as
good a reason as any to come
home early.Ornotgoout atall.
BUTdon't take my wordforit.
TakeMercer Island's Mr.orMs.
LeeSeely'swordfor it.Heorshe
was so impassionedafter just one
show, friends,thatheorshe fired
off the following letter to the
Times' Television Editor
(printed in the Times 'TVShow-
time' for Nov. 9-15). And I
quote:
"N.B.C.'s Saturday Night,
with Rob Reiner, was the most
offensive show we have seen in
sometime! Ablatant example of
sick humor and poor taste!Sure-
lyayoungstar ofReiner'sability
doesn't need to stoopso low to
get public attention."
And if that isn't a sterling
recommendation for something
worth checking into, Idon't
know what is.
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Fast for the hungry,
Nov. 23-24— The 30-hour fast begins after lunch Sunday,Nov. 23
and ends with a rice and tea meal, 6 p.m. Nov. 24,
Bellarmine Hall.— Each student or faculty/staff person should seek
sponsors who will pay a certain amount ofmoney for
each hour fasted (sponsor sheets are available at key
spots on campus).— Moneywillbe turned in at thedinner or at the officeof
the Vice President for Students.On Dec. 1DonForan,
S.J., will channel the money to international famine
relief and local hunger needs.—
Students who will miss SAGA meals are asked to
indicate if they wish money appliedto the fast. Tables
will be set up in Bellarmine and outside the Liturgical
Center after weekend masses.— Persons who wish to attend the Monday night meal
(which includes award-winning half-hour film, "Diet
for a Small Planet," report from S.U. delegates to the
National University Hunger Conference, anda thank-
youspeech from Foran)can register at the tables or in
Mick Larkin's office in the Chieftain.— These activities are part of state-wide and national
efforts to protect each man and woman's right toeat.
—phota by karen hignite
rather portly fellow was dressed from head to
toe in green, including a painted green face.
The youngestcostumed figure wasaladabout
three years old. Hischaracter: Superman, of
course.
WHAT MOVES people to act this way
over a defunct t.v. series? Bill Warren, vice
president of Puget Sound Star Trekkers,
explained that Star Trek came up with the
idea that any problem can be overcome if
people work together. The idea of all those
people on a starship traveling the universe,
working as a unit to solve problems, turned
people on, he said.
Star Trek was a very hopeful thing.
People could look at the show and say this is
the way thingsought to be,Warrenexplained.
Puget Sound Star Trekkers was organized
this August. Membership before the con-
ference was 800. Warren estimated another
1,000 fans joined the groupat the conference.
ONE-THIRD OF THE population in
the U.S. is interested in Star Trek, Warren
said. Interest is also high in Great Britain,
France and Australia. Star Trek fan clubs
exist throughout the world.
Because of the huge success ofthis year's
conference,Puget Sound Star Trekkers plans
a full-blown two-day convention next year,
Warren said. More stars and biggerexhibits
will be brought in.
Between now and next August, other
enthusiastic fans of Star Trek can join Puget
Sound Star Trekkers for $5. Membership
includes the club newsletter, membership in
the U.S. network ofStar Trek fan clubs anda
souvenir program from the conference.
For more information senda self-addressed
stamped envelope to Puget Sound Star
Trekkers, 830 35th Aye., Seattle, Wash.,
98122.
Star Trek really does live!
. . . ASSU PRIMARY ELECTIONS are scheduled for
Tuesday. Finalelections will be held Thursday.
. . . ASSU SENATE will meet at 7 p.m. Sunday in the
Chieftain conference room.
... SPECTATOR PHOTOGRAPHERSARE WANTED.
Contact TerryGames, photo editor,at 626-6854 or329-5981.
. . . RALPH NADER, consumer advocate, will speak at 8
p.m. tonight at Edmundson Pavilion, University of
Washington. Subject ofhis talk ispeopleandhow theycandeal
with corporations, the government and the energy crisis.
Admission is $1 for students, $2 for other members of the
community.... Get ready for LAS VEGAS NIGHT, gamblers, Fun
games and casino-style gamesof chance willbe featuredfrom8
p.m. to1:30a.m.Saturday at the Chieftain. The theme for this
year's Las Vegas night is Casa Blanca Days. Prizes will be
awarded.
. . . There are a LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS
available for S.U.students to theUCLA basketball game Dec.
20 in Los Angeles. Those interested should sign up in the
Alumni House.
. . . OFFICE OFMINORITY STUDENTAFFAIRSneeds
tutors. Contact Bruce Wilson, 12:30-3:30 p.m. or Darlene
McHenry,8 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through Friday, 626-6226.
. . .FLU SHOTSare beingoffered by the healthcenter, first
floor Bellarmine. Cost for studentsand faculty is $2.Shotsare
available from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
. . . THE THANKSGIVING FOOD DRIVE sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Psi continues until Nov. 24. Food drops are
Located at the Chieftainand Bookstore.Nonperishable items
are needed. All proceeds go to King County Neighbors in
Need.
.. . Today is the last day for candidates to SIGN UP FOR
SENATE SEATSone through four or freshman class presi-
dent. Sign up in the ASSU offices, second floor Chieftainby
4:30 p.m. this afternoon.. . . I.K.LITTLESISTERS willmeetat 6:30p.m.Tuesdayin
Bellarmine Hall conference room.. .. SKI CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. Monday in Barman
Auditorium.Ski school and transportation willbe explained
and signup sheets will be available
PRESIDENTS ORREPRESENTATIVESfrom allclubs or
organizationsshouldattend a meetingat 1p.m.nextThursday
in the Chieftain conference room.On the agenda willbe club
and organizations week.. .. SWANS willmeet at noon Wednesday in the Chieftain
lounge. Everyone is invited.
. . . CANDIDATES for senate seats one through four or
freshman class president can signupuntil4:30p.m. tomorrow
in the ASSU offices, second floor Chieftain. i
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'Dune' author to speak Wed.
Frank Herbert, author of 20
science fiction books and
"Dune," an environmental
awareness handbook, will speak
on "Science Fiction 1976" at
noon Wednesday in Barman
Auditorium.
A frequent guest lecturer on
science fiction,ecologyandother
writing subjects, Herbert is a
native of Tacoma. He has work-
ed as a newspaperman in
Tacoma, Seattle and San Fran-
cisco.
"DUNE," which was publish-
ed in 1965, was the first science
fiction novel with a ecology
theme. It became a best-seller
and captured both the "Hugo"
and "Nebula" awards as thebest
science fiction novel of the year.
Herbert's latest work is "Soul
Catcher,"a workonaNorthwest
Coast Indian theme. Currently
he is workingon the filming of
"Soul Catcher," which will take
place in the Northwest.
ASSU activities board initiated
Aegis headshots
increase; 800+
contrast of traditional and
revolutionary aspectsof campus
and the change and continuity
involved,"she explained.
The 1975-76 Aegis staff in-
cludes photoeditor
—
RodLong,
senior in journalism; copy
editor— Kathy Ray, sophomore
in general studies; and layout
editor— Maureen Hoyt,
sophomore in accounting." Division editors include
special programs— Kathy Hen-
ning, sophomore in journalism;
sports and serviceclubs— Teresa
Wippcl, freshman in journalsim;
academics and hobby clubs—
Diana Broughton,sophomore in
nursing; religion— Bill McKee,
freshman; minority affairs and
foreignstudiesprograms— Mary
Jo Francis, sophomore in
general studies; sports— Gary
Carlton, freshman in chemistry;
and government
—
Curt Zeis,
freshman in political science.
"Clubs and organizations that
donot notify usof theiractivities
will notbeable togetcoveragein
the yearbook. We cannot cover
what wedo not know," Carlton
concluded.
Judging by the number of
headshots interest in the 1975-76
Aegis, S.U. yearbook, is higher
thaninpreviousyears,according
toConnieCarlton,Aegiseditor.
Over 800 students had their
pictures takenlast week,70more
than last year.
The 1975-76 book will be dis-
tributed next September on
registration day. Seniors can
have the book mailed to their
home anywhere in the U.S. free
of charge. Mailing labels will be
available next week in the Aegis
offices, second floor McCusker
building.
Reason for fall distribution is
"a springyearbook only includes
fall and winter quarter ac-
tivities," Carlton said. "By hav-
ing a fall delivery date we can
offer complete year coverage."
Theme of this year's book
involves two parts:an eventand
an idea. The event is the
bicentennial. "We encourage
groups to inform of events held
as a result of the bicentennial,"
Carlton said.
"THE IDEA is theold versus
the new. We want to show the
to gain ideas for activities on
campusand thensubmit them to
Covello for his approval.
In order to get student input,
the board is holding meetings
everyThursday afternoon which
are open tostudents inhopes of
getting more student involve-
An activities board has been
set up to assist Dan Covello,
second vice presidentinplanning
and executing student activities
oncampus.
The board consists of seven
S.U.studentswho willhelpcoor-
dinate activities. It will attempt
What's happening?
ment. Students will be given a
questionnaire asking to list in
priority which field of activity
they are interested in. Each
member of the board will beput
in charge of one of the listed
activities to help coordinate the
efforts of students.
ONCE Amonth,acalendarof
events will be published to in-
form students of activities that
will occur at S.U. Any activity
withanexpenditureof over $200
must be approved by a quorum
voteof the activities board.
The membersof theboardare:
Donna Boyer,Mike Brown,Dan
Covello, Annette Haines, Steve
Jager,Joanne McKay and Kerie
Sheeran, executive coordinator.
Theboard is planninga trip to
San Francisco for the S.U.,
University of San Francisco
basketball game. Also plannedis
a speaker and classical film
programs. The board is also
looking into the possibility of
havinga nationally known band
holdinga concert oncampus.
club
information
ski club
The S.U.skiclubisagroup for
those who ski,or want to learn.
They're active from winter to
spring.
This year the club planseight
Friday night ski treks to Alpen-
tal, and tentatively a trip to Tod
Mountain in British Columbia
and to Big Mountain in Mon-
tana.
BENEFITSof joiningskiclub
include givingeveryonea chance
to ski or improve their skiing,a
chance to ski at one of the best
ski schools in the Pacific
Northwest at reasonable prices,
according to a club spokesman.
Formoreinformationcome to
themeetingat 7:30p.m.Wednes-
day, Barman Auditorium. Ski
school and bus rides to Alpental
will be explained. Various op-
tions are available. Or call Joe
Claeys,762-9320; ChrisStevens,
622-7921 or Steve Kuder, S.J.,
626-5878.
. . . DANIEL RILEY, DIRECTOR OF STUDENT
RELATIONS FOR THE SEATTLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
will speak on student rights and due process of the law as it
applies to the classroom teacher from 4-6p.m. today in Pigott
404. The S.U. chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, education honor
society, is sponsoring the talk. Everyone is invited.
. . . BIGSISTERS,you little sisters are waitingtohear from
you! If you lost your little sister's name,signupfor a new one
on the first floor L.A.buildingbulletinboard. Little.sisterscan
sign up on the same list if they wanta big sister.
. . . AEGIS STAFF will hold a layout meeting at 7:30p.m.
tonight in McCusker 200. Headshot layouts will be discussed
and worked on.
. . . "THE MORALITY OF ATOMIC POWER" will be
discussed by William Millerd,S.J., at noon tomorrow in the
A.A. Lemieux Library Auditorium.
Millerd is associated with the Center for Science in the
Public Interest in Washington, D.C., where he is involved in
the ethical considerationsof nuclear power.
He has been critical of the administration's policy of
stimulating construction ofnuclear power plants byproviding
investment credits to utilities. Millerd is author of a report
called "Nuclear Energy:TheMoralityofOurNationalPolicy."
... A STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE on advising and
counseling at S.U. will be passedout in7p.m. classes Monday
and 10a.m.classes Tuesday.Students whodon't have classesat
these times should fill out questionnaires from 10-11 a.m.
Tuesday in the Chieftain building.
. . . SUGGESTIONS ARE NEEDED for this year's dorm
council activities. Students living in dorms are asked to see
their floor dorm council representives and turn in their
suggestions.
. . . ASSU IS LOOKING FOR A CLUB OR
ORGANIZATION to put student directories together as a
money-making project. Interested clubs should contact Bob
Casey, first vice president, from 2-4:30 p.m. in the ASSU
offices, second floor Chieftain.
. . . THE HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
will meet at 1 p.m. today in the Chieftain conference room.
...A HOMECOMING COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON
is needed. Applicants should signupby4:30 p.m. today in the
ASSU offices, second floor Chieftain.
. . . GONZAGA TRIP TICKETSare selling for $8.50 in the
intramurals office, Connolly P.E. Centeror the ASSUoffices,
second floor Chieftain. The trip is scheduled for Nov. 21-23.
... A FREE PUBLIC LECTURE ONTRANSCENDEN-
TAL MEDITATION: "THE PHYSIOLOGY OF FULL
POTENTIAL" is scheduled for 8 p.m. Saturday in Pigott
Auditorium.
Lecturers include Gary Gill,chairman of Transcendental
Meditation Program for Western Washington and Cathy
Sermur, instructor of transcendentalmeditationin theSeattle
area.
Give i
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More new students expected
GOVERNMENT -initiated
guidelines to insureequaloppor-
tunity employment have not
been as effective as they were
initially intended to be, Betty
explained. Theburden,therefore
rests upon big business to take
the initiative to make sure that
educated blacks are given equal
opportunity for employment,
she said.
Businessmen respondedto this
presentation, citing that the
minority-hiring problem is
recognized in business and that
inroads have been made through
programs such as Affirmative
Action. Moreover, the
businessmen contended that in
today's job market a black
female has the best chance of
securing a job.
The panel served as a
stimulant for the group discus-
sion thatfollowed;noconclusion
formally was drawn from the
panel presentations.
THE NUMBER of students
attending college to attain full
and parttime degress has in-
creased 35 per cent from 1966 to
1975. but at the same time,
enrollment in four-year colleges
has decreased approximately
nine per cent while two-year
college enrollment has increased
the same amount. Male enroll-
ment has droppedslightly, while
female enrollment is up, accor-
ding to the survey.
The survey concludes that the
market must address itself to
today's composite college stu-
dent: a beer drinker who drives
his Chevrolet to California,en-
joys camping and lives off cam-
pus.
along with the market. The
changing enrollment may have
been a contributing factor to the
changing market, according to
the survey.
During 'leisure' time the sur-
veyshows thata largenumber of
college students enjoy camping
or traveling.
More than 43 per cent of the
college students had been cam-
ping within the 12 months prior
to the survey. A large percentage
of these own their own hiking
boots,bedrolls and backpacks.
CALIFORNIAis at the topof
the list for favorite travel spots,
and Florida runsa close second
with less than one per cent
difference. Other favorites in
descending popularity are New
York, Canada,Mexico,Europe,
Carribbean, Hawaii and Ber-
muda.
The main mode of travelcon-
tinues tobetheautomobile,both
between home and college and
on vacation trips farther than
200 miles.
Over 56 per centof all college
students own cars. Nearly40 per
cent of the cars owned are 1972
or newer models and most are
Chevrolet. Fords are less pop-
ular by one per cent and
Volkswagens are third.
The survey also indicates that
more than 50 per cent of all
college students live off campus.
"THE GREATER indepen-
dence and increased needs and
appetites that each year of age
brings meanthat college students
arenow takingover theactionin
the market place that was once
performed by their parents," the
research reportstates.
Nearly all of the college
student's income is invested in
possessions such as typewriters
or hair dryers,drugs, beverages,
tobacco, grooming aids,
automobiles and accessories,
records, tapes, media exposure
such as magazines and
newspapers, books, entertain-
ment,clothing and travelaccor-
Tequila sunrise is the most
popularmixeddrink oncampus.
Most students will vacation in
California or Florida this year.
More students drive Chevrolets
than any other make of car.
It's true. If S.U. corresponds
to the national student profile
research reportcompiled by the
National Educational Adver-
tising Serices, Inc. (NEAS) this
year, tequila sunrise,California,
Florida and Chevrolet are un-
doubtedly the most popular in
their categories amongst S.U.
students.
THE REPORTis based on a
survey taken in 32 colleges and
universities throughout the Un-
ited States.
Although beer is the most
popular liquor consumed by
collegestudents, withCoorsnos-
ing into first place just ahead of
Budweiser, wine is also favored,
with Mateus on top and Gallo
second. More than58 percentof
the college students drink beer;
40 per cent drink wine.
Four of the 1 1 most popular
mixed drinks contain Vodka,
which puts it wayout in front in
the hard liquor category. The
No. I favorite hard drink,
however, is the tequila sunrise,
24percentof thecollegestudents
agreed.
ASPIRIN logically follows
the liquor stats, with more than
76 per cent of all students being
aspirin consumers. The most
popular is Bayerand thesecond
is Bufferin, 35 and 14 per cent
consumed respectively.
Most widelyused time capsule
is Contac with 81 per cent, but
only 32 per cent of the total
surveyed buy timed capsules at
all. Still fewer students buy cold
tablets— 19 per cent— but of
those that do, Coricidin is the
most popular.
"Science andTechnology:The
Human Impact" is a class to be
offered winter quarter whichex-
amines contemporary writers
concerned with present and
future man in a technological
society.
How has contemporary man
come to adopt consciously and
unconsciously a mode of think-
ing and living inspired by and
fortified by science and
technology? Can man manage
technology to guard against
possible dehumanization? Can
man direct science and
technologyto realize the human
potential? Thesearea few of the
questions instructors George
Kunz,Bernie Steckler and guest
Human impact class
offered winter quarter
participants and lecturers will
attempt to answer.
THE class will operate with
discussion and debate within a
seminar format over currentand
projected issues in the subject
field. Students will select from
team projects, individual pro-
jectsor term papers.
Student representation from
both the arts/humanities and
science traditions are desired by
the instructors to provide
counterpoint. Majors in
engineering,natural sciencesand
applied sciences are especially
encouraged. Students should be
of at least sophomore standing
or have permission of the in-
structors.
The record gpa scores were
credited by Seely to "thededica-
tion of our instructors and their
willingness to help the new
students individually." Headded
that S.U.didnotresort to raising
admissiongpaof2.05 togetgood
academic performance from
freshmen.
GOOD ACADEMICgpa was
reported this year among
freshmen, Seely said, and may
bring a steady flow of new
students to S.U. next year.
"Freshmen scored 3.2gpa,"he
said."This is thebest insixyears,
possibly in the history of the
school. This speaks well for the
school."
College recruitment
conference here Mon.
local students.
S.U. is hosting the conference
for the second year.This gives a
good opportunity for the local
students to see S.U.s campus,
Bastasch said. Besides being
good public relations, it adds to
the exposureofS.U. to thecom-
munity, she added.
High school students from
Cleveland, Franklin, Garfield,
Holy Names, West Seattle, Im-
maculate, ODea, Seattle Prep,
and Rainier Beach have been
invited to attend. There will be
three sessions between 9:30a.m.
and 11:30 a.m. with breaks.
Students canselect threelectures
on colleges they wish to attend
and listen to counselors in
scheduled room locations who
will talk about admissions,
financial aid, degree programs,
and topics of general interest.
THE student-to-student com-
mittee will helpdirect studentsto
various school representatives.
Regular classes in the L.A.
building and Pigott conflicting
with the college conference have
been moved. Batasch expressed
her appreciation to teachers and
students for this inconvenience
Monday morning.
S.U. office of admissions'
student-to-student committee
and a teamof five workers have
helpedpromote theinternational
mix of students and the steady
flow of new students.
According toPhilSeely,direc-
tor of admissions,50 per cent of
University students are from
Washington State and another
50 per cent come from out of
state and foreign locations.
TO ATTRACT potential
students,a teamof five workers,
under Seely's direction, visit
schools and community colleges
in the western states, including
Alaska and Hawaii. Within
Washington State itself,the team
visits 340high schools andcom-
munity colleges.
After establishingcontact with
prospective students, the ad-
missions office encourages per-
sonal correspondence to
students through the student-to-
student committee. The com-
mittee members introduce the
new students to the campus and
answere any questions that they
may have.
The function of the office of
admissions is not of recruiting
students, Seelysaid.
"OUR BESTrecruiters arethe
students themselves. The func-
tion of our office is to represent
this school to students who are
already interested,"he said. "We
help them to identify what we
have."
The admissions office is also
concerned with the changesfrom
high school life to college life,
Seely said.
"We assist new students to
make their transition from high
school as smoothly as possible.
Hence, we spend some time
counseling with them," he said.
by Gary Carlton
When you notice about 400
extra students oncampus Mon-
day, don't be alarmed. They are
only participating in the Annual
College Conference for high
school students.
According to Mitzi Bastasch,
director of high schoolrelations
for S.U., the collegeconference is
a programset upa few yearsago
to aid Washington State four-
year colleges, community
colleges, and vocational-
technical institutes in recruiting
students.
In the program, college
counselors travel within the state
as a body, talking to students
about their representative
schools. Some of the 21 schools
participating besides S.U. are
University of Washington,
Pacific Lutheran,Bellevue Com-
munity, Western Washington
State and Gonzaga.
SINCE MOST high schools
participate in the program,
counselors from the local
colleges usuallyarenot invited to
high schools. Therefore,
Bastasch said that she believes it
is a necessity for S.U. to par-
ticipate in theprogramto recruit
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Students present view of business at seminar
"In the past the seminarshave
been an interchange between
presidents and business. Discus-
sioncontinually centeredaround
the student as aproduct, so they
(seminar participants) decided to
get the students'actualopinion."
SUEHADbeen preparing for
her panel presentation since
July. Under the direction of Pat
Burke, philosophy teacher and
coordinator of the studentpanel,
the student representativesbased
their presentation on the topic
"American business has not yet
caught up with Americanhigher
education".
Sue focused on the creative
abilities of the educated person.
Because that person has ob-
tained more than training for his
specific major, he emerges with
the valuable quality of thinking
and valuing independently, Sue
said.
Sue emphasized that educa-
questionofbusiness responsibili-
ty to the minority community.
Theirpresentation wasrestricted
to the black community.
FOLLOWING a brief history
of the problems encountered by
black businessmenand investors
over the last 100 years, Betty
appealed to the businessmen to
make efforts to keep markets
open to black businessmen.
Only throughan openmarket
can the black businessman have
the opportunity to participate
and function in the free enter-
prise system, she said.
Betty further urged
businessmen tomake aneffort to
overcome the discrepancies that
exist in the percentagesof black
persons to white persons in the
higher managementlevels. There
is 4.3 per cent discrepancy,she
said.
native and explained the S.U.
courserequirements that must be
completed inorder for a student
toreceive hisdegree.Thestudent
spendsroughly 60hours devoted
tohismajor field ofstudyand the
other 120 credits are earned in
courses aimed at teaching the
students to effectivelythink and
operate in various social
situations,including thebusiness
world, she said.
"ALL OF this training and
preparation that the student
receives,obviously can beput to
effective use in any business
role,"Suesaid, "and it isbecause
of this that Ifeel the degree
requirement should be kept, but
more importantly, utilized."
Also on the panel were Ike
Alexander, U.W. student, and
Betty Cobbs, WWSC student,
both blacks, who presented a
minority viewpoint.
Ike and Betty presented the
by Nathalie Weber
A precedent was set at S.U.
last week: Students were includ-
ed in the Washington business-
college anduniversitypresidents'
seminar for the first time in the
seminar's seven-year existence.
This year the seminar was
hosted by S.U. with the theme
"American BusinessandSociety;
Over 200 Years".
S.U., the University of
Washington and Western
Washington State College each
sponsoredone student represen-
tative. The three formed apanel
to present student positions on
the business market.
Representing the S.U.student
body was Sue Irwin, senior in
political science.
Inan interview with Sue after
the seminar, she explained that
the purpose in including the
students was togain the students'
perspective.
lion is entirely distinct from job
training and that ifa business is
going to require employers with
degrees,it should use the ability
that comes with the degrees.
"ITIS terrribly wrongto make
a requirement of something
which you don't use to its fullest
extent,"Sue told more than 100
businessmen. "In this regard,
then you have two alternatives.
The first of these is to review the
various jobopportunities within
any of those job roles, and then
determine whether or not a
college edunation is really
necessary to operate within that
limited area. Quiteoften,on-the-
job training will suffice, if your
intention is strictly to get the job
done and nothingmore.
"The second alternative," she
continued, "is to require the
degree and allow for its logical
extension."
Sue favored the second alter-
Students prefer beer, Cal, Chevies
ding to the survey.Students also
spend income on tuition, food
androom but werenotafactor in
the survey.
WHERE DOES the college
student come up with the money
to purchase items or fund ac-
tivities? According to the survey,
17 per cent retain incomes of
$100 or more per month above
costs of tuition, food and room.
Another 23 per centmake$50 to
$99permonth and the rest make
less than $50.
Slightly more than half of the
students surveyed own credit
cards, including Bank
Americard, American Express,
Diners Club, Master Charge or
an oil-company card.
Comparing the results of this
survey with thoseof an identical
survey conducted in 1966 and
1969, itisevident that the college
student enrollment has changed
FOR SUCH a young man,
Clint has receiveda tremendous
load of publicity. And, even
though getting pestered all the
time becomes tiring, Clint says
he can't complain.
"This has been my dream all
my life," he said, "and Ifeelif a
ball player getsa lot ofpublicity,
hehas to live up toit.Ihate tolet
people down."
"Thepublicity has reallymade
me quiet, Iguess," said Clint.
"Peoplemaythink I'm conceited
but it's just that they don't know
me. Idon't talk that much, I'm
not outgoing."
Clint Richardson: Is he Chiefs'newmagic?
"Youhave to play tomake it,"he
said. "I felt Ihad a good chance
to play here."
"Thereare alsofour pro teams
around here," Clint said. "Igot
close to Coach Bill Russell (ot
the Sonics) through working
withhis teamand at hissummer
camp and he suggested Igo
somewhere nearby because he
and the Sonics wanted to take a
good look at me."
Br. Patitucci feels Clinthas all
the credentials to become an
outstanding college player but
warns him not to look too far
ahead. "Clint is going from a
program where hewas topdogto
one in which thereare establish-
ed ball players," he said. "He
should prepare himself for a
possible role in coming off the
bench, you never know. He
worked hard in becoming the
best high school player in the
state and will have towork hard
tobecome a top college player."
Patitucci said that he, Clint now the schools figure that toget
and Clint's parents sat down at the best players, youhave topay
the end of the summer before for them. The schools with the
— photo by kevin donohoe
Clint Richardson
"IHOPE people don't expect
me to fill Frank's shoes," he
added. "We are two completely
different ball players.IfeelIcan
contribute in different ways like
rebounding and playing
defense."
Clint likes the idea of playing
with players ofequalcaliber and
looks for a great season for his
new team. "We're workinghard
toplay together,"he said."We're
a young team, but that's no
most money get the best
players," he concluded.
"Not so,"countered Br.Patit-
ucci. "Look at S.U., they didn't
have themostmoneyyettheygot
the best player in the state in
Keith Harrell.Theydid the same
this year ingetting Clint.I'd like
to think that the schools don't
have to buy their ball players."
Richardson enters apressure-
packedsituation thisyear,where
S.U. recently has lost Frank
Oleynick. In preparation, Clint
worked hardduring the summer,
playing with theSonics andgear-
ing himself to playing with
higher level ball players.
"Iknow1amcoming intoalot
of pressure,"Richardson said."I
just have to accept it and just
play,Ican't think about it.
Clint's senior year at ODea and
then listed the 12-15 schools
Clint was seriouslyconsidering.
They drafted a letter,sentcopies
to about ISO schools to thank
them for their inquiries and in-
formed them that he wasn't
interested in attending their
school.
THEY then drafted up a "yes
letter" and sent a copy to the 12-
15 schools Clint had expressed
an interest in attending. The
letter also outlined aprocedural
policy for recruiting Richardson
in his final decision.
"Therecruiting pressures were
getting to Clint a little bit,"Br.
Patitucci said. "But when he
announced his decision to go to
S.U. — wehad a ball game that
night — he was like a different
man."
The pictureRichardsonpaints
of the whole recruiting scene is
not too rosy. "There were a lot
of different offers. Almost every
school offered me something
different, something that would
benefit me. Iwas kinda getting
confused after awhile," he said.
"THERE WERE a lot of
things involved," he added.
"Offers of cars, money, girls,
clothes,everything. WhenIwent
on a recruiting trip, they'd take
me to the best restaurant and
show me all the good things. I
never saw the bad parts of the
city or school."
"They had a program where
you really had a good time," he
added. "Yousaw alittlebitof the
campus, not much,and thenyou
would go out and surf or
something. Yeah,itwasalltemp-
ting."
"But S.U.didn't really have to
recruit me," Richardson said. "I
kinda came here on my own.I
had met thecoaches (through the
S.U. Boys' Club) two or three
years ago and became close to
them. There were no tours of
S.U. for me because Ihad
already seen it all on my own."
BASED on all his personal
experiences, Clint said that he
feels the recruiting business is
getting a bit corrupt. "1 guess
by Glenn Nelson
It's a perfect love affair.
The pairing of dashing Clint
Richardson,the youngman with
incredible leaping ability and a
brilliant shooting touch, and of
S.U.,a school thathas just lost a
superstar in Frank Oleynick,has
all the components of a perfect
match.
"I love it here," Richardson
said. "The people here are so
nice. I'm really going to enjoy
playingball at S.U."
"We're very happy to have
him," said Ed O'Brien, S.U.
athletic director. "He is a very
personable youngman, the kind
of person we feel well represents
theschool. Heismore than aball
player, he meets people very
well."
HE'S HADa largeamountof
pressure and publicity and has
handleditingreat style,"O'Brien
added.
"He has handled the press
well,"agreedBr. Peter Patitucci,
Clint's former coach at ODea
High School. "He reacts very
favorably topressure, that's just
part of his personality. He knew
he wouldhavealotofpressureat
S.U., he should do well."
Clint comes to S.U. after a
much ballyhooed three-year
career at O'Dea. There, for two
years, he finished amongthe top
scorers in the state and last year
took his teamas far as the State
AA regionalchampionships, but
losingaheartbreaker to theeven-
tual champs, the highly touted
Cleveland.
HE HAS also played for
several all-star teams, traveling
back east and to Europe. Last
summer,he led an areasquad to
fourthplaceinanational tourna-
ment and was named to the
tourney's all-star team.
Whenonly a junior,Clint was
already eyed by many colleges
and received letters from nearly
100 schools. The next year, the
number grew to 300 and letters,
impromptu visits and late-night
phone calls became almost un-
bearable.
"I had 300 offers," said Clint,
"andIwas just tired of making
decisions. It went on all season
and was just becominga hassle.
"It affects your play," headd-
ed. "You worry about who's
coming to talk toyouorvisityou
next. Phone calls came at all
timesof the nightandIreallyfelt
that if somebody called from
somewhere like Texas and I
didn't talk to him,I'dbe wasting
his money."
INdealing with the recruiters,
Richardson wasaided greatly by
Br. Patitucci.
"Igotalot ofmail andIwould
give it tohim," said Br.Patittuc-
ci. "and when the recruiterscame
to see Clint at hishome,Iwould
always sit in as kind of an in-
termediary."
"But the ultimate decision was
Clint's," he added. "Clint asked
me what college I thought he
should go to but Itold him he
ought to decide for himself. IfI
had advised him to go to a
certain school and he didn't like
it there, it would partly be my
fault."
excuse. We have determination
and a winningattitude."
"With these guys, there's so
much that can happen," Clint
said. "Icando my thingand they
cando theirsandhopefullyit will
all blend together."
THOUGH he is extremely
happy with his current team
mates, Clint can't help being
intrigued with an idea in-
troduced in The Seattle Times
concerning theaddition of three
high school Ail-Americans from
Cleveland High School to the
S.U. squad. "Jawaan (Oldham)
and James (Woods) are bothbig
men, that's what we need and
Carl (Ervin) is a super guard. If
we worked together, coach's
dream (of a national cham-
pionship)could come true.Ithas
potential," he said.
Clint has his sights set on a
career inpro basketball but feels
academics are important too."I
feel Ihave to take the time for
academics,"he said."Something
could happen and maybe
couldn't play ball, then I
wouldn't have anything to fall
back on andIwould endupwitii
nothing."
"Yeah, Iguess it would be a
mental setback ifIdidn'tmakeit
to the pros," said Clint. "But I
don't think I'd go crazy over it."
HIS sights on a pro career
helped Clint on his choice of a
collegeandhesaidhehad tolook
at locations,who theschoolshad
returning and who they could
recruit in making his decision.
*33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000unclaimedscholarships, grants,aids,and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researchedandcompiledas of Sept. 15, 1975.
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Aye.,Los Angeles,CA 90025
□Iam enclosing $9.95plus $1.00 forpostage andhandling.
PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
! Name_ — —
Address
City__ State Zip
(California residents please add6% sales tax.)
L- - ■
DIDYOUKNOW..?" That Students who aremembers of theArmy
Reserve or National Guard may enroll with
advanced standing in Army ROTC and still
retain all reserve benefits while training to
become an officer during their Ist two years
of college." That Language majors who are in Army
ROTC may attend theDefense Language In-
stitute at the Presidioof Montereyduring the
summer and earn college credit for studies
in Russian,Spanish, Chinese and manyother
languages at no tuition cost." That the Colonial Color Guard will represent
Seattle University at the meeting of the
Washington Pioneer Association on Satur-
day, November Bth.
FOR MOREINFORMATION CONTACT THE PROFES-
SOR OFMILITARYSCIENCEIN THEROTCBUILDING
ONCAMPUS,PHONE
626-5775. /fftfr\
ENRICH YOUR \«Ufla*/
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE V J
WITH ARMY ROTC ■*^
Classifieds
Students, persons toassist nonprofit TelephoneSales Work
organization. Sell tickets to sporting In our downtown office near 4th
events; salary guaranteed plus and Union (good bus service) part-
bonus. Hours 4to 8 p.m.,Mon.-Frl.; time; 5-9 p.m.; hourly salary and
Sat. 10a.m.to4p.m.CallMr.Rolapp bonus; $2.25-3. Must have mature
at 243-3755 or 524-0545. voice.623-4683.
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LET US HELPYOU PLAN
AHEADTO BECOME A CPA
REVIEW
SEATTLE(206) 622-7475
I ALPENTAL
PAVED ITS ROAD
THIS SUMMER!I
Save 10% on Student Season Pass
if purchased by December Ist
AlpentalSki School &
Bus Information
Call 455-3660
Corner
Chieftains knotFalcons 1-1
According to the rules of the
league,agameendingina tiewill
go into two ten-minute overtime
periods. Throughout the twoex-
tra periods,both teamshad some
close shotsas wellassomenerve-
wracking defense play. At the
conclusion of the extra periods
the game was stillastandoff at 1-
1.
S.U. has only two remaining
leaguegames.This Saturday,the
team travels to Bellingham to
take on a team from Western
and next Wednesday goes to the
Husky Stadium to battle the
U.W.
besides the shooter before itcan
be scored.
ON THIS particular play,
Trevor Fernandes lines up to
take the kick with a wall of
Falcon defenders infront ofhim.
Scoping the situation out, he
quickly tapped theballabout ten
yards tohis right where an open
Dave Hammer took a solid 15
yard boot which blazed by the
SPC goal-tender to give the
Chieftains the equalizer.Therest
of the half was battled furiously
but neither team could find any
slack ineach others defense.The
game ended in a I-I tie.
S.U.s women's volleyball
team may be short on team
members but, according to the
teamcoach, Ray Reinhardt,Jr.,
the girls are strong in the talent
department.
Althoughonlysevengirls sign-
ed up for the sixpositionson the
team, Reinhart said, "It is a
talented teambut due toconflic-
ting schedules for practice, it is
hard tobring that talent out.Itis
also unique that we have short
spikers and tall setters."
The team relies heavily on
conditioningto make up for the
lack of numbers, he said. No
scholarships are offered for this
sport.
VOLLEYBALL team
members include NataliaBrown,
Marsha Marumoto, Kathleen
Nakane, Jeanine Shepard,
Karyn Stuhr, RobynStuhr and
Frankie Wooden. Only one
senior is on the team and the
coach hasplans for the teamnext
year.
Preview game set
Chieftain basketball coach
O'Connor will present his 1975-
76Seattle Universitysquad in it's
annual preview game this Tues-
day,Nov. 18, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Seattle Center Arena. Thevarsi-
ty players will be split into two
teamsand willplay eachother in
a regular game. Students are
admitted free with validS.U.i.d.
Women spikers to be
strong, says Reinhardt
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by Jeff Crompe
Last Thursday,S.U. matched
talents with Seattle Pacific
College for the second time this
season.
The first game between S.U.
and SPC was dominated by the
Chiefs except for the last nine-
minutes of the game when SPC
found holes in the S.U. net to
tally three goals and came from
behind victory, 3-1.
THE GAME played last
Thursday was notdominated by
the Chieftains but was played
better thanpreviously. Under the
new system instituted three
weeks agobynewassistantcoach
Dave D'Ericco of the Seattle
Sounders, the players have a
tighter defense when theyneed it,
yet have the offensive personnel
going for the score when the
opportunity is there.
In this particular game, both
teamscame fired up to win.S.U.
could prove the earlier loss wasa
fluke and SPC could cinch the
Seattle Sounders Cup,in either
team winning.
Both teams played excellent
ball throughout the first half
witheach teamgetting afew fine
shots at the opposing goal.
STEVE Anderson was in the
net for the Chieftains and
responded brilliantly to any
Falcon threats. The defense,
comprised of middle man, Dan-
ny Dapper, and outside men,
Mark Sillsie, Jim Peterson and
Eddy Anastavo, played a very
smart ballincontrolling theSPC
strikers and clearing the ballout
to open men with when the
chance was there. Strikers Tim
and Steve Allen has a few close
shots the first half as did mid-
fielder Trevor Fernandes but all
failed to drop as the first half
ended in a 0-0 deadlock.
The second half began in
somewhat better weather than
the first withboth teamsgoingall
out in an attempt to bring this
one home. A few minutes into
the half, a defensive mix-up
allowed an SPC shot to be taken
from the right of the goal which
slipped by Anderson to give
Seattle Pacific first blood and a
slimI-0lead withmore thanhalf
the period to play. Not ten
minutes later,anSPC foulinside
the penalty area gave the Chiefs
anindirect free kick meaningthe
ballmust touchone otherplayer,
Hi gang, back with youagain. Got some realscoops this
week, so read on.
The Huskies have actually played some pretty good
football this year. After the Alabama disaster, the team came
back well, In the last three weeks, the offense has been
consistent andif the secondaryhadn'tcompletelybrokendown
against California, the.team couldstill very well bein therace
for the roses. The Dogs should never have lost to Stanford;
stupid mistakes simply dragged them down.
CREDIT MUST GO to Coach Don James and his staff
for turning the team into a very representative unit. If James
hadn't had such a rude awakening— playing Arizona State,
Texasand Alabama early— thesquad would certainly beover
.500. Although they are four or five at this point and will
probably fall to USC this weekend, the team has given an
indicationof things to come. The best move that Washington
ever made was getting rid of Jim Owens and DonJames will
show us why in a few short years.
The Supes started fast and then managed to blow five
straight, puttinga slighthitchinto theenthusiasmgeneratedby
three victories in their first fourgames.The teamisveryyoung
and will get better as the season progresses. They could
definitely use a little scoring help at forward, but improved
center play by Tom Burleson would certainly make upfor the
forward's rebounding woes.
BURLESON HAS YETtoprove thathe can be the great
center everyone inSeattle,especiallyBob Blackburn,thinkshe
will be.Granted,he hustles,dives for looseballsandhasa very
good attitude. These attributes are all extremely valuable,
maybeeven moreimportant thanphysicalskillsinmany ways.
But Tommy is just not well-coordinated.
His shooting is erratic at best; he doesn't play good
defense; and he can't jump. His rebounding position is
absolutely painful. Thebig boyjusts stands;doesn't block out
and if he can reach the ball, fine. But you have to move.
Burleson will be more than adequate but they would have to
compare his physical skills to a Jabbar, a Lanier, a
Chamberlain,a Russell,a Reed,a Cowensor even a Walton.I
don't question his desire, only his physical ability tobe a top
NBA center. If he makes it, great. But don't count on it.
FRANK OLEYNICK, AFTER a less than earthshaking
debut, is beginning to show the talent that made him the
Sonic's top pick in the draft. He's getting adjusted to the
progame,and hisshootingreflects it.He hashit 15ofhislast 24
shots. He will be a great one with a little more seasoning.
On the S.U. intramural scene,your roving reporter has a
few little tidbits for youto file. Thebig Brewers-Heimskringla
match-up came up prematurely, and ended just as quickly.
Both teams showed upa week ago last Tuesday,but their
opponents didn't. Then the two squads decided to play a
practice game. In what could have been a preview of the
championship game the teams were playing a close, very
physicalball game.Unfortunately tempers flared onboth sides
anda gangfightalmost took placeearlyinthe secondhalf.The
game was called, a good move by refs Brian Healy and Bill
Brophy, to prevent an unfortunate incident and cool heads
prevailed.
THE TWO SQUADS AREboth good football teamsand
if they make it throughthe playoffs, the championshipgames
should be a whale of a football game. It would not be fair to
either teamtoget into a battleroyal. Let'shope thatcoolheads
again prevail and football will be the game if the two teams
meetagain.
The soccer squad is experiencing an awful tough run of
bad luck this year. They have played excellent soccer since a
breakdown in the Husky classic and except for a few bad
breaks,could easily beahead in the SounderCupcompetition
and in the Northwest Soccer league race. The only team that
hasreally outclassed the Chiefsis Simon Fraserand theycould
probably break even in the North American Soccer league.
THE CHIEFTAINS HAVEplayedgood,solid soccer all
year longand standouts have been the Allen brothers— Steve
and Tim— Dave Hammer, Trever Fernandez, Dan Dapper
and Steve Anderson.
The teamlost a key player inScott Shoemakerearly in the
season, due to an eligibility rule, but didn't let it affect their
play. They lost one game toU.W. on a bad call to the referee
and outplayedSPC for 80 minutesin their first meeting. Their
attitudehas been outstanding,as theirplay allyear.They have
given it their best. It's too bad that they have less than they
deserve to show for it.Good year gentlemen. Keep it up.
ASISLOWLY sink from the lime to the sublime,let me
leave you with this intelligence test administered to the future
Jack Webbs of America club for qualification.
1. How many shots in a six-shooter?
2. How long is a ten-foot pole?
3. What kind of ball do you play tennis with?
4. Who is in Grant's tomb?
5. T or F— Franklin Roosevelt was happy to see the war
end in 1945.
Answers next week.
Curtis'
Reinhardt,whohas coached a
women's AAU volley team for
twoyearsand led them toa third-
place finish in the Pacific
Northwest, has hopes for the
team this year.
"Individually, they are the
best, and with the support of the
athletic department, S.U.s
women's volleyball teamcanand
will be the best."
Intramurals
Nelson Javanillo, Heim-
skringa quarterback has been
namedathlete of the week by the
intramural department. Java
fired five touchdown passes in
his team's 42-0 win over the
Warriors last Friday night, the
most scoring passes thrown by
any quarterback in intramural
action this year.
IN OTHER football action
this week, the I.X'sand the Zig
Zags battled to a 26-26 tie, the
Chumps swept past the No
Names 26-12, the Brewers
crunched the the Chumps 26-6,
the I.X.'s clobbered the No
Names 25-8,and finally the Zig
Zags beat the No Names 20-6.
The playoffs will begin this
Monday. In the 7 p.m. game,
Heimskringla meets the Zig
Zags, at 8 p.m. it's the Chumps
and the Warriors, and at 9, the
Brewers face the I.K.'s. All
games are at Broadway field.
An Invitation To Watch
A SPECIAL
MERV GRIFFIN SHOW
with MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI, the founder of the world-wide
Transcendental Meditation Program, CLINT EASTWOOD,
MARY TYLER MOORE, CONGRESSMAN RICHARD NOLAN and
DR. BERNARD GLUECK.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14th
4:00 p.m.— CHANNEL 4
—Public Lecture—
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 8:00 p.m.
Seattle University, Pigott Auditorium
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